Chapter 5

Integrated Control System
Chapter abstract
Summary: The integrated control system (ICS) is responsible for the whole ESS machine and facility:
accelerator, target, neutron scattering instruments and conventional facilities. This unified approach keeps
the costs of development, maintenance and support relatively low. ESS has selected a standardised,
field-proven controls framework, the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS), which
was originally developed jointly by Argonne and Los Alamos National Laboratories. Complementing
this selection are best practices and experience from similar facilities regarding platform standardisation,
control system development and device integration and commissioning. The components of ICS include the
control system core, the control boxes, the BLED database management system, and the human machine
interface.
The control system core is a set of systems and tools that make it possible for the control system to
provide required data, information and services to engineers, operators, physicists and the facility itself.
The core components are the timing system that makes possible clock synchronisation across the facility,
the machine protection system (MPS) and the personnel protection system (PPS) that prevent damage to
the machine and personnel, and a set of control system services.
Control boxes are servers that control a collection of equipment (for example a radio frequency cavity).
The integrated control system will include many control boxes that can be assigned to one supplier, such
as an internal team, a collaborating institute or a commercial vendor. This approach facilitates a clear
division of responsibilities and makes integration much easier. A control box is composed of a standardised
hardware platform, components, development tools and services. On the top level, it interfaces with the
core control system components (timing, MPS, PPS) and with the human-machine interface. At the
bottom, it interfaces with the equipment and parts of the facility through a set of analog and digital
signals, real-time control loops and other communication buses.
The ICS central data management system is named BLED (beam line element databases). BLED
is a set of databases, tools and services that is used to store, manage and access data. It holds vital
control system configuration and physics-related (lattice) information about the accelerator, target and
instruments. It facilitates control system configuration by bringing together direct input-output controller
(IOC) configuration and real-time data from proton and neutron beam line models. BLED also simplifies
development and speeds up the code-test-debug cycle. The set of tools that access BLED will be tailored
to the needs of different categories of users, such as ESS staff physicists, engineers, and operators; external
partner laboratories; and visiting experimental instrument users.
The human-machine interface is vital to providing a high-quality experience to ICS users. It encompasses a wide array of devices and software tools, from control room screens to engineer terminal windows;
from beam physics data tools to post-mortem data analysis tools. It serves users with a wide range of skills
from widely varied backgrounds. The Controls Group is developing a set of user profiles to accommodate
this diverse range of use-cases and users.
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5.1
5.1.1

Overview
Architecture and organisation

From a control system point of view, the ESS machine includes all parts of the facility, including the
accelerator, target, neutron-scattering instruments and conventional facilities. The integrated control
system (ICS) will connect all parts of the machine into an integrated working entity. ICS will provide
control support for all phases of ESS’s life-cycle, from commissioning through operation, maintenance
and decommissioning. It will provide automatic as well as manual control; monitoring and diagnostics
capabilities; and the means to store and retrieve various readings collected by systems and instrumentation.
This unified approach will keep the costs of development, maintenance and support relatively low. ESS has
selected a standardised, field-proven controls framework, the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control
System (EPICS), which was originally developed jointly by Argonne and Los Alamos National Laboratories.
Complementing this selection are best practices and experience from similar facilities regarding platform
standardisation, control system development and device integration and commissioning.
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Figure 5.1: The main components of the control system architecture: The control system core, control box,
human machine interface, BLED data management system and the software development environment.
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The ICS project is the responsibility of the Controls Group. Since the Controls Group interacts with
the majority of the stakeholders involved in the ESS project, it is essential to clearly define the scope of
ICS and its interfaces with all parts of the facility before the beginning of the construction phase. The
scope of ICS can be presented in terms of organisational blocks, as shown in Figure 5.1:
1. The control system core is the heart of ICS. It includes those computer services that need to run
continuously regardless of ICS user activities, such as the archiving of process variable (PV) values;
monitoring of alarm states; and slow feedback loops. It also includes the central systems such as
timing, the machine protection system (MPS) and the personnel protection system (PPS).
2. Control boxes govern the interaction of ICS with physical equipment. They serve two purposes: At
the top, they provide an abstract representation of equipment to higher layers of the control system
so that equipment can be monitored and controlled; at the bottom, they implement real-time control
loops of the equipment.
3. BLED (beam line element databases) is the name of ICS’s central data management system. It is
a set of tools and databases used for the central storage, access and management of information
regarding the machine and its configuration.
4. The development environment provides vital services that facilitate software consistency and compatibility. It allows for proper development procedures, artifact sharing, code storage, and related
functions. It also provides a controlled way to develop upgrades to the ICS software.
5. The human machine interface (HMI) encompasses graphical and non-graphical user interfaces, and
also workstations and the layout of the main control room. It provides for site-wide monitoring of
ESS’s status, and remote access. The HMI encompasses a wide array of devices and software tools,
ranging from control room screens to engineer terminal windows, and from beam physics data tools
to post-mortem data analysis tools.
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Figure 5.2: The three-tier architecture of the control system. Upper layer: Control system-user interaction.
Middle layer: Processing, data management and configuration storage. Bottom layer: Communication with
equipment and measurement acquisition.
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These organisational blocks can be associated with the three tier [1] architecture of the control system, which is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The ICS subsystems associated with each of the three tiers will
run physically on computers meeting requirements specifically set for that tier. The computers of the
presentation tier will focus on ergonomics and usability. The computers of the data and services tier will
offer high CPU performance and reliability, and will have access to substantial storage capacities. The
computers of the resource tier will have a wide assortment of input/output capabilities, reflecting the need
for control boxes to communicate with a wide array of equipment. The platform will likely be modular to
allow various types of input/output through field buses and custom-developed hardware.
Figure 5.3 presents more detail about the functional layout of the ICS, tying specific functions, subcomponents, and equipment to the logical components of the ICS responsible for, or in communication with,
those functions, subcomponents and equipment. The logical components and their functions conform to
the three tier architecture of the ICS. The top, or presentation, layer is directly accessible to the user.
This is the domain of the human machine interface. The bottom, or resource, layer interacts directly with
non-ICS physical equipment. This is the domain of the control boxes. The middle layer includes both
services and the data that live within the control system. This tier exposes the overall, aggregated state
of the facility to its operators. This is the domain of the ICS core and BLED.
One of the key roles of the ICS architecture is to reduce the complexity of interactions among components. This is a crucial function in large-scale systems, as the number of possible interactions grows
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Figure 5.3: Functional layout of the control system, tying specific functions, subcomponents and equipment to the logical components of the ICS responsible for, or in communication with, those functions,
subcomponents and equipment. The presentation layer is the domain of the human machine interface.
ICS Core and BLED provide services and data. The resource layer is the domain of the control boxes,
which interact directly with equipment.
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approximately with the square of component instances. To reduce complexity, the architecture imposes
the following restrictions on interactions:
1. The components of the presentation tier will interact primarily with components of the service and
data tier, whose role is to provide information about the state of the facility to the HMI.
2. In limited circumstances, components of the presentation tier may interact directly with components
of the resource tier. These interactions typically will be used for detailed diagnostics or for specialpurpose data transfers.
3. A component of the presentation tier can only make use of interfaces exposed by either the resource
or the services tier. The presentation tier will make no assumptions regarding implementations and
protocols behind these interfaces.
4. The presentation tier will rely on the mediation of the service tier (in particular, on the naming
service) to gain initial direct access to the resource tier.
5. Components of the resource tier will be passive. Apart from registering their presence with the service
tier, they will not actively establish communication with other components. Service tier components
will be responsible for establishing communication with components of the resource tier.
The ICS will be designed as an object-oriented, decentralised, distributed system. Control boxes will
interface with and control installed equipment. They will provide network access to the equipment, using
physical connections for the hardware and device drivers for the software. ESS machine operation will
require precise coordination of its component pieces of equipment. Synchronised equipment handling will
be achieved by reaction to timing events broadcast by ICS timing generators. Real-time operating systems
or pure hardware implementation will assure precisely timed actions with µs reaction time jitter (timing
resolution). In addition to actions triggered by timing events, the equipment control level will service
requests from the equipment itself, typically triggered by interrupt signals.
One of the main tasks of a control system is to provide an intuitive representation of the equipment
to human users and to transfer commands from human users to the equipment. This will be achieved by
constructing a modular HMI interface that will encompass all aspects of human-machine interactions. A
separate user interface on top of the integrated control system, which will cater to the specific needs of
scientific users, will be provided by the DMSC as part of a software suite, as discussed in Section 2.8.3.
Since the control system of the ESS facility will be very complex, it is important that it be scalable, that
is, that there be no a priori upper bound on the size of the control system as a whole. At these scales, it
will not be possible to achieve this goal by improving the performance of individual components. Instead,
the ICS architecture must make it possible to redeploy components on additional hardware resources to
cover additional needs for processing and communication power. To ensure the flexibility to make such
redeployments possible, all configuration data and information about the machine will be handled by
BLED. Changes to the ICS configuration will be entered into BLED and then propagated through the
system where they will take effect, thus minimising the effort needed to introduce changes as well as the
possibility of errors. All the code for ICS will be built within a dedicated development environment which
will ensure compatibility with set standards and a uniform means of deployment.
Safety and protection systems
In the event of device fault or failure, or detection of non-nominal conditions, ICS will be structured to
respond in a way that will prevent damage to equipment and harm or danger to personnel. A number
of safety and protection systems will ensure safety during the commissioning, operation and maintenance
of the ESS machine. Figure 5.4 provides an overview of the three most important safety and protection
systems, ranked in order of the safety and reliability requirements each must meet. These are the target
safety system (TSS), the personnel protection system (PPS) and the machine protection system (MPS).
TSS covers the target station and adjacent portions of the facility, while both MPS and PPS have machinewide responsibilities.
The TSS will be responsible for the actions required to operate the target station in compliance with
Swedish regulation and ESS’s own General Safety Objectives. It will fulfil the highest reliability and safety
demands, and will be a safety classified system under Swedish law. The TSS will interact with the MPS
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Figure 5.4: Overview of the main safety and protection systems, with the order from bottom to top
reflecting increasing demands for reliability and safety: The machine protection system (MPS), personnel
protection system (PPS) and target safety system (TSS). The TSS covers only the target station systems,
including the A2T (accelerator to target station) section and the intersection between the target and
neutron instruments, while the responsibility of MPS and PPS spans the whole machine.
only to request a switch off of the proton beam. The construction and operation of the TSS is described
in Section 3.1.5.
The PPS will be responsible for the protection of personnel. Its main focus will be protection against
radiological risks, but it may also play a role in protection against other hazards such as electrical shock.
The PPS also will be a safety classified system under Swedish law, and will meet the rigorous reliability
and safety demands that accompany that classification. The MPS will protect the machine’s equipment
against damage due to beam losses and malfunctioning components of safety-critical devices by initiating
an emergency shutdown of the proton beam. It will not be a safety classified system under Swedish law,
but it will be constructed to deliver high levels of reliability and safety.

5.1.2

Infrastructure

Main control room and satellite control areas
The main control room will be the central location from which operations activities will be coordinated.
The machine as a whole will be controlled and monitored from the main control room. Neutron instruments
will also be monitored from the main control room, but since neutron scientists need proximity to their
sample environments and data acquisition hardware, satellite control areas will contain the systems needed
for control and monitoring of instruments and sample environment. Data acquisition from the experiments
will also be controlled from these areas, as described in more detail in Section 2.8.3.
In the main control room, a large monitor will provide an overview of the state of the machine at
a glance. The ESS status application will display a condensed message on this monitor describing the
status of the machine with “all OK” / “Error” information. Additional monitors will display more detailed
information about the components of the machine, and the main monitor will be able to display componentspecific information upon request, as well.
The control room will be built in at least two stages. During installation and commissioning of the
machine and the first neutron instruments, a temporary location will serve as the main control room until
the building where the permanent control room will be housed has been completed. The main control
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room will not contain hardware or analogue signals, but instead will contain only monitors and control
stations. This will make it easier to move operations from the temporary to the final control room, as
both rooms will be able to exist in parallel while the temporary control room is decommissioned. The
main control room will be equipped with a kitchen, sleeping and rest rooms, showers and a control room
reception.
Control system data centre
A secure and local data centre will support the main control room, and will house servers for ICS and also
for immediate post-processing of data from the experiments. High-speed and secure networks and data
storage capabilities will provide the necessary computing infrastructure for ICS and neutron instruments.
Data acquired from the experiments will pass through this data centre on their way to permanent storage
and analysis at the DMSC facility in Copenhagen, as presented in Figure 2.49. Only authorised personnel
will have access to the data centre and related networks.
Networks
ESS will be a high-power, high-profile facility, and so must ensure that security needs are met in its systems
for accessing its control system. While complete isolation of ICS from the Internet would provide complete
perimeter security, it would also make efficient remote diagnosis and support impossible. Furthermore, it
will sometimes be advantageous to be able to control instruments and experiments remotely, as is discussed
in Section 2.8. Clearly, a solution is required that couples adequate security with adequate remote access.
ESS will achieve this goal by making remote access to ICS possible only through dedicated gateway hosts.
In addition, external network access by any resources inside the firewall will be proxied at the firewall to
limit the risk of malware or virus infection.
The traffic on ICS internal networks will not be encrypted, since these networks are presumed to be
secure and encryption would hinder passive logging and CS diagnostics. Seven independent dedicated
networks will provide the infrastructure for ICS operation:
1. A control network that will be used by channel access, the middleware that conveys process variable
data [2];
2. A timing network that will be used for time synchronisation and time stamping;
3. An MPS network that will be used for events relevant to machine protection (e.g., detection of a
fault in a safety-critical subsystem) and for heartbeat signal;
4. A PPS network that will be used for events relevant to personnel safety, whose design is still under
discussion;
5. A programmable logic controller (PLC) network that will be used for reliable implementation of
safety/interlock logic, for which reaction times of several 100 ms are acceptable;
6. A video network for video streaming; and
7. A network for collecting beam diagnostic data.
Either standard computer network or optic fibre will be used to provide interconnections among network
nodes, depending on requirements with respect to data transfer rates and latency of the systems in question.
Where possible, the standard TCP/IP and UDP/IP protocols will be used. The choice of protocol will
depend on whether the network needs to be able to establish a fast connection and whether the risk of losing
some data is acceptable in order to boost performance. The networks will be constructed with redundant
topology, essentially providing two paths involving independent elements (network cards, cables, switches)
between every two nodes of the network. Table 5.1 provides an overview of the required data transfer rates
and protocols for the various control system networks.
It is expected that two levels of hierarchy will be sufficient for the control system networks, however a
third level may be required, depending on the number of nodes. The network infrastructure will be monitored and will be accessible via the same interfaces as other equipment. It will be possible to instantiate,
monitor and control devices on a given network node even in case of control system outage through direct
local access, remote shell, command line tools, web interface, etc. All network devices will be powered
using uninterruptable power supplies.
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Network
Core control
Timing
Machine protection system
Programmable logic controller
Video
Beam diagnostics

Transfer
rate

Unit

Protocol

1
2.5

Gbps
Gbps

100
>1
Maximum
available

Mbps
Gbps

TCP
Custom
Custom
TCP or UDP
UDP
UDP

Table 5.1: Required transfer rates and protocols for different control system networks.

5.1.3

Hardware framework

The control box is the main building block of the ICS hardware framework. It will provide a platform for
running the distributed control framework software (EPICS) and a uniform way to integrate equipment
into ICS. Control boxes will act as servers and correspond to input/output controllers (IOCs) in EPICS
terminology [3]. In many cases, a physical subsystem will be connected to one or more control boxes which
will contain all the control logic for that subsystem (e.g., closing some of the control loops that can be
locally closed) and management of the subsystem states. The idea is that a subsystem connected to control
boxes can be controlled independently of other subsystems, or it can be simulated, because its external
interfaces are well defined. Thus, a control box is also an organisational unit of procurement for ICS.
Table 5.2 lists preliminary estimates of the number of control boxes that will be required for the operation
of different ESS domains.
Domain
Neutron instruments
Target
Accelerator
Conventional facilities

Number of
control boxes
100
100
350
50

Table 5.2: Preliminary estimates of the required number of control boxes per domain.

5.1.4

Software framework

The EPICS control system framework, running on a Linux operating system, will be used for control
system services and control box software. EPICS is widely used for system control at many large physics
facilities, including proton accelerators at neutron sources (SNS and J-PARC) and electron accelerators,
as well as instruments at synchrotrons. SNS and ISIS are considering EPICS for instrument control as
well. EPICS is supported by a large community with two annual collaboration meetings and an annual
technical meeting. EPICS drivers already exist for many devices, including those used by many neutron
instruments. Development of ESS instrument-specific drivers can be carried out in close collaboration with
these labs.
A “device” is an abstraction that represents either a single piece of equipment (low-level code for
interfacing the hardware) or a virtual device defined in software only (e.g. device models, virtual equipment,
etc.). From the ICS point of view, all equipment will be modelled as a device, and a device will be the
basic unit of ICS granularity. A device will be the smallest part that can stand alone and it will be loosely
coupled to other parts of the ICS. A device is defined as an association of process variables, setpoints,
states, configuration that influences the behaviour of the device, and actions, which are logic that is
executed upon various triggers, such as state transitions, events, time, or command invocations.
A process variable (PV) usually represents a physical quantity that is typically acquired by sensors,
such as thermometers, magnetometers, current meters, or beam monitoring instrumentation. Higher-level
entities in the control system also expose process variables, but these do not necessarily have a directly
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measurable physical correspondent. The values of these process variables are derived from other process
variables. PVs whose values are derived from sensors are read-only. ICS acquires them, but can not
influence them directly. On the other hand, actuator-like devices can exert an influence on the machine
and can be assigned a target value (e.g., the power supply can be told how much current it is to produce).
The desired target value is called a setpoint.
The middleware in EPICS is called channel access (CA). It is responsible for conveying PVs from
their sources (e.g., sensors or machine model logic) to their sinks (e.g., the user interface or control loop
regulators input). Similarly, CA is responsible for conveying the setpoint values from their sources (e.g.,
the user interface or control loop regulator’s output) to their sinks (e.g., the actuator or logic that drives
other actuators).
A device can be associated with one or more process variables whose values define its state. A device
can thus be modelled as a finite state machine, in which all possible transitions between states are known in
advance. State transitions are performed by the device logic, which is in turn triggered by events, changes
of other process variable values, setting of setpoint values, etc. The device’s state is determined by the
states of the equipment it represents. All the equipment interfaced to the CS will be in exactly one of the
following equipment states:
1. Off: Equipment and power supplies are powered down.
2. Operational: Equipment is operating.
3. Non-operational: Equipment is on, but temporarily unavailable for operation. For example, it might
be initialising or performing some other lengthy operation in which it is not in a consistent state.
4. Fault: Equipment is not working properly. This state may have several sub-states so that failure can
be more precisely defined.
The logic of devices will continue to execute even in case of ICS failures. The devices will detect a failure
and act accordingly. Devices will be connected to the control system in parallel compositions rather than
serial ones to reduce the probability of failures. Devices will be grouped into systems. The state of a system
will be the union of its device states. A device will be able to belong to more than one system. When
systems are grouped into further systems and domains, their states will be transferred up the hierarchical
chain.

5.1.5

Device integration

During construction, ESS will accept in-kind contributions from project partners, in addition to cash
contributions from member states. The Controls Group will provide the organisation and infrastructure
to make this kind of collaboration efficient for components within ICS. A well-defined set of procedures,
interfaces and hardware that will standardise and integrate the deliveries of different collaborating partners
will be provided. This will be achieved by using the control box as both the platform on which the technical
architecture of the hardware and software will be based, and as the basic organisational unit of human
activities associated with ICS development and implementation. From an organisational standpoint, the
control box approach will facilitate collaboration among ESS partners and integration of their work into
a coherent whole. A control equipment catalogue will list the hardware supported by ICS based on
requirements specified by various stakeholders, as is discussed in Section 5.3.2.
The hardware, software and maintenance associated with each device can be divided into two parts:
device integration and device contribution. The Controls Group is responsible for device integration while
stakeholder groups are responsible for device contribution.
Device software will be a joint effort of the Controls Group and the stakeholder groups who will
use the device. The Controls Group will take responsibility for the parts of the device that involve
interaction with the ICS as a whole, such as device instantiation, including registration to BLED, and
setting up the connection to remote access middleware via the control box. The Controls Group will
also be responsible for those device functionalities that are common to all devices through definition of
a common set of properties, as well as for the framework or tool-set to implement equipment control
functionality. Stakeholder groups will take responsibility for designing and implementing properties and
equipment controls actions, based on the control system framework and tool-set. The Controls Group will
provide training to enable stakeholder groups to implement their own high level applications. The training
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Figure 5.5: ICS integration borders. Green represents ICS development while purple represents development done by ICS-certified developers. White represents software and hardware that are not part of
ICS.
will lead to ICS developer certification. In addition, the Controls Group will provide the control system
framework, development environment infrastructure, code review, acceptance procedures and support.
The device hardware consists of the equipment itself, and the cables and control box components needed
to connect the equipment to ICS. The equipment and cables are a part of the device contribution, and
so the Control Group will not be responsible for their maintenance. Any device hardware that is part of
the control box, on the other hand, will fall under device integration and will be the responsibility of the
Controls Group. Control boxes will be provided and maintained by the Controls Group.
Figure 5.5 shows how both ICS developers (green) and ICS-certified developers (purple) will use the
development environment to develop code for device integration. The code will then be deployed to the
appropriate control box, station or server using the configuration stored in BLED. The border between
device integration and device contribution is shown for eight examples, including three control box examples, a special case of a network-attached device, a server, two station examples and a remote station.
Once successfully deployed, the maintenance responsibility for all certified and ICS-developed software
will transfer to the Controls Group. The white coloured elements are not under the responsibility of the
Controls Group at any time in their life-cycle.

5.1.6

Naming convention

The ESS naming convention [4] is based on a standard developed for the Superconducting Super Collider in
the U.S. in the 1980s, and later adopted by other large research facilities, including SNS, FRIB, ITER, and
CEBAF. The naming convention was agreed upon and approved at a very early stage of the project in order
to establish a standard before names started to evolve. The main purpose was to standardise meaningful,
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yet short and mnemonic signal and device names: Given millions of signals to control and thousands of
devices to operate, clear communication is essential among operators, physicists and engineers. The format
of signal names is:
SSSS-BBBB:DDDD-III:TTTIIIXXX
(5.1)
where
SSSS is the system name, which indicates the part of the facility to which the device provides service. For
example, HB indicates the high-β sections in the accelerator tunnel and gallery. This links a name to
the approximate physical location of the equipment that the device represents.
BBBB is the subsystem name, which indicates the context in which a device is used, for example, vacuum
(Vac) or controls (Ctrl).
DDDD is the device identifier, for example a beam loss monitor (BLM) or a gate valve (GV).
III is the device qualifier, which is used to distinguish identical devices of the same system-subsystem
from one another.
TTTIIIXXX is the signal part of the name with type (TTT), instance (III) and suffix (XXX). These are
intrinsic to the control system.
Devices are not structured hierarchically through the naming convention. For example, there are four
cavities inside a cryomodule. Both cryomodule and cavities are devices, which implies that the internal
structure cannot be resolved from the names themselves. Rather, the parent-child relation resides in the
BLED configuration database, as is discussed further in Section 5.4.

5.2
5.2.1

Control system core
Safety, the core requirement

The services that run in the core are the heart of the integrated control system. These are the machine
protection system (MPS), personnel protection system (PPS), timing system, and general services for
logging, alarm monitoring, and archiving of process variable values. These services, together with the
safety-classified Target Safety System, form the essential backbone for the safe and efficient control of
the machine. The ICS Project is responsible for delivering all these systems with the exception of TSS,
which is the responsibility of the Target Division. All of these systems will function together in a highly
coordinated way to guarantee the safe and reliable operation of the facility. It is important to emphasise
this point. The safety of personnel and of the environment and inhabitants near the ESS site is the highest
priority requirement for ICS. ICS will be constructed so that equipment failure cannot endanger anyone
working at or visiting the site. Although the production of the brightest source of spallation neutrons for
scientific research is the principal purpose of the ESS project, safe operation of the facility takes precedence
even over this goal.
The following sections discuss the machine and personnel protections systems. The target safety system
is discussed in Chapter 3, but the relationship of this system to ICS is outlined here. The remaining
components of the core control system, including the global timing and general system services are discussed
in detail following the discussion of the safety systems.

5.2.2

Machine protection system

The main role of the machine protection system is to protect the machine’s equipment from damage induced
by beam losses and/or malfunctioning equipment. Protection will be achieved by initiating an emergency
shutdown upon detection of critical and non-nominal conditions. A wealth of diagnostic instrumentation
installed throughout the machine will enable MPS to detect such conditions. This instrumentation will
continuously survey the health of equipment and beam, and convey the information it gathers to MPS.
Based on the combined reports on the status of all relevant sub-systems and the results of diagnostic
measures, MPS will either perform an emergency shutdown of the beam or machine, or will permit beambased operation. At the same time as MPS seeks to protect equipment from damage, it will also seek
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to avoid false emergency shutdowns leading to unnecessary machine downtime; thus the quantity to be
optimised by MPS is integrated machine performance. In addition to its protective role, MPS will also
enable ESS to trace the origin of an emergency shutdown, helping to identify the responsible subsystem(s)
and the nature of the problem. Finally, MPS will play an important role during ESS commissioning and
operation by making it possible to load and apply the required operational mode settings to the machine’s
equipment, and to assure the correctness of the settings once they have been loaded [5].
Design approach of safety-critical systems
The successful design of a complex and mission-critical system, such as MPS, is achieved by applying wellestablished system safety management methods and techniques [6–8]. These techniques help to prevent,
eliminate and control hazards and risks. ESS will use a top-down systems design approach, focusing on
the overall facility mission and goals. Within this approach, the terms accident, safety, risk, hazard, and
reliability are briefly defined as follows:
Accident is an undesired and unplanned, but not necessarily unexpected, event that results in at least
one specified level of loss, for example a fatality, injury, occupational illness, loss of containment,
uncontrolled discharge to the environment, or legal claim. An accident has the potential to disrupt
nominal safe operations.
Incident is an event that involves no, or only minor, loss but that would have had the potential for loss
under different circumstances.
Hazard is a state or set of conditions that, together with other (worst-case) conditions in the environment,
will lead to an accident, that is, to a loss event.
Safety is freedom from accidents or losses.
Losses include human injury, equipment damage, environmental pollution, and mission loss, among other
things.
Hazard level is a combination of the severity level and likelihood of occurrence of the hazard.
Risk describes a hazard level combined with the likelihood of the hazard leading to an accident plus
exposure (or duration) of the hazard.
Reliability is the ability of a system to perform a required function under given conditions for a given
time interval.
Availability is the ability of a system to be in a state allowing it to perform the required function at a
given instant of time.
The assigned design function for MPS is the execution of an emergency shutdown upon detection of
non-nominal or other critical conditions that might lead to damage to the machine’s equipment. The
time interval during which this function must be assured starts at machine powering and stops when the
action, ‘shutting down the machine in a controlled and safe way,’ has been completed. The concept, design
and development of MPS will follow the life-cycle model laid out in the IEC61508 standard to the extent
practicable. This model provides an overall context for the development of safety-critical systems under
specific standards [8]. Similar life-cycle activities apply to all related MPS systems. Assumptions that
are made in the analysis of one MPS system or component will often impose requirements on another
system or component, whose compliance with these requirements must be tracked. For example, analysis
of the subsystem responsible for shutting down the beam will assume that certain physical conditions
will trigger an alarm. This assumption then places a requirement that must be tracked on MPS’s alarmgenerating subsystem. Similarly, a number of MPS subsystems will be analysed under the assumption that
safety-critical fast valves fulfil their safety and reliability requirements.
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The IEC61508 standard
The IEC61508 is an international industrial standard for the, “Functional Safety of Electrical/Electronic/
Programmable Electronic Safety-related Systems (E/E/PE, or E/E/PES) [9].” The language of the standard defines functional safety as, “. . . part of the overall safety relating to the EUC (Equipment Under
Control) and the EUC control system that depends on the correct functioning of the E/E/PE safety-related
systems and other risk reduction measures.” [10] The standard also considers, “. . . other technology safetyrelated systems and external risk reduction facilities in order that the safety requirements specification for
the E/E/PE safety-related systems can be determined in a systematic, risk-based manner [9].” Central to
this standard are the concepts of risk and safety function. IEC61508 proceeds from the following views
about risks: Zero risk can never be reached. Safety must be considered from the beginning. Unacceptable risks must be reduced, in keeping with the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principle. The
IEC61508 standard covers the complete safety life-cycle, which is separated into 16 phases divided into
three main parts: analysis (phases 1-5), realisation (phases 6-13) and operation (phases 14-16).
Safety and reliability can be approached by performing a probabilistic risk assessment, in which component reliability (in terms of component failure rate), and event probability are used in quantitative safety
assessment methods. Probabilistic statistical methods allow the determination of the mean time between
failure (MTBF), system availability, and probability of mission success or failure. However, a reliability
analysis provides a broader overview than the safety analysis, adding consideration of non-critical failures
as well as of the acceptability of higher failure rates for non-critical systems. ESS will perform a series of
studies to address MPS’s reliability. Each study will focus on a specific MPS subsystem, using a variety of
modelling approaches. The performance and reliability of MPS will depend on all of its components. The
reliability assessments will yield quantitative estimates of the probability of a missed emergency shutdown
that is detrimental to machine safety; the probability of a false trigger of an emergency shutdown that
interferes with beam availability; and the contributions of MPS components to increasing or reducing the
probabilities of each of these two scenarios.
Safety cannot be achieved through component reliability alone. If a system failure would be catastrophic, the failure rate must be made vanishingly low. One way to achieve such extremely low failure
probabilities is to apply redundancy, based on the multiplication rule for independent events. However,
adding equipment can be impractical or costly. Often, a less expensive way to achieve the same result
is to design the system for “inherent fail-safety,” that is, to design the system in such a way that its
failure modes are not catastrophic. The typical design approach for safety-critical systems is to build the
system so that single failures trip mechanisms to initiate a safe shutdown. If the system itself contains a
source of hazard, it should be possible to remove this hazard from the system so that its failure modes
are no longer catastrophic. Systems, however, can never be made 100% fail safe if they are required to
be almost continuously available. Redundancy, fault tolerance, recovery procedures, and self-monitoring
are the available design tools to deal with these situations. MPS is such system, and it is dependent on
reliable input signals from the related subsystems.
The safety integrity level (SIL), as defined within the IEC61508 standard, is realised through improved
system reliability and safety, but also through management, systematic techniques, verification and validation. Software written in accordance with IEC61508 may need to be unit tested, depending on the
required SIL level. Table 5.3 shows the IEC61508 standard’s acceptable probabilities of failure on demand
(PFD) for systems whose services are demanded infrequently, and probabilities of failure per hour (PFH)
for continuous operation systems for different safety integrity levels.
Safety
integrity
level (SIL)
1
2
3
4

Probability
of failure on
demand (PFD)
10−1
10−2
10−3
10−4

–
–
–
–

10−2
10−3
10−4
10−5

Probability
of failure per
hour (PFH)
10−5
10−6
10−7
10−8

–
–
–
–

10−6
10−7
10−8
10−9

Table 5.3: Safety integrity levels and permissible probabilities of failure according to the IEC61508 standard.
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The MPS design approach using the IEC61508 life-cycle model
“Analysis” is the first part of the IEC61508 life-cycle model. It consists of five phases.
In the first phase of analysis, the concept of the system is defined. Conceptually, the role of MPS
is to ensure maximum machine availability. Shutdown might be a failsafe mode, but so might be an
auto-diagnose and recovery action, which would avoid machine downtime. In the conceptual phase, failure modes, functions, effects of functions, and their related risk levels for all MPS subsystems must be
determined. Compensating measures must be defined and automated. Operators must be alerted, since
catastrophic events sometimes happen due to operator misunderstanding. Special focus must be given
to the measures required to achieve the machine’s mission with respect to beam availability and quality;
to identifying the impact on that mission of specific machine functions; and to delegating responsibility
for mitigating adverse impacts on that mission. The functional requirements for all the equipment must
be established, especially for self-testing functionalities and diagnostics; for cross comparisons of available
information and diagnostics; and for implementing self-healing systems or automated early fault detection
methods. If an MPS intervention is required, the recovery of the machine must be automated. MPS
actions and other controls must be coordinated so that the recovery time is as short as practicable.
In the second phase of analysis, the overall scope of the system is defined. While MPS is a vital part
of the ESS project, it will be a supporting system, rather than an intervening one. Its role is to optimise
integrated machine performance, that is, to simultaneously enhance safety and machine availability.
The third phase of analysis consists of hazard and risk assessment. The goals of this analysis are both to
identify risks and to specify design safety features and procedures to strategically mitigate risks. Hazard
and risk analysis techniques include both qualitative and quantitative methods. Qualitative methods
answer the question, “What must go wrong to create a system hazard?” while quantitative methods
provide estimates of probabilities; rates; and the severity of consequences, accidents and failures. Both
approaches will be used to analyse MPS hazards and risks. MPS must protect the machine’s equipment
against damage, and this requires the identification of risks to the machine, to MPS itself, and to related
MPS subsystems. At this point in time, a hazard analysis has been completed for the target station, which
focused on radiological risks. The hazard analysis for the accelerator is ongoing, and focuses on identifying
events leading to critical beam losses and equipment damage. Within such an analysis, it is also possible
to evaluate the required SIL for MPS. This will be based on the number of missions planned per year, the
number of years during which missions will be carried out, the SIL of the target system and target safety
system, dependencies between the target safety system and MPS, total equipment cost and equipment cost
of subsystems and their devices, and damage risk for the project and equipment concerned. A conventional
facilities risk and hazard analysis has already been carried out. A neutron instruments analysis will be
initiated in spring, 2013.
The fourth phase of analysis involves the determination of overall safety requirements. The results from
the hazard and risk analyses will be used to derive high-level requirements for MPS in accordance with the
evaluated SIL. For example, one of the top-events identified by the hazard analysis for the target station
and the A2T transport line is failure of the first bending magnet, leading to possible contamination in the
tunnel area and radiation in the high bay area, and/or to a damaged beampipe. Several safety barriers
have been identified to mitigate these risks, such as the installation of radiation monitors connected to
MPS which can request MPS to shutdown the beam or close safety vacuum valves. In order to derive
top-level requirements from this event, it is necessary to estimate how much time can elapse before the
magnet fails and the proton beam melts the beampipe. Several scenarios related to this type of event have
to be considered (e.g. different beam sizes, energies, or angles at which the beam hits the beampipe). A
preliminary estimate of the time needed for a typical ESS proton beam (with a size of 1–4 mm) to melt
the copper or steel of accelerator equipment is on the order of a few µs in the warm linac and 40 µs in the
cold linac [11].
The fifth and final phase of analysis involves the allocation of safety requirements. Merging the toplevel requirements with the information on ESS operational modes allows the identification of all safety
functions for MPS as well as the allocation of these safety functions within the MPS framework (i.e.
within MPS-related systems and subsystems). A first draft of ESS operational modes for the machine
is provided in an ESS technical report [5]. There will be normal operational modes (such as neutron
production at full power) but also machine test modes, allowing for the step-by-step commissioning of the
machine. Currently it is expected that the beam permit system (BPS), which will form part of MPS, will
be responsible for loading and setting these modes, as well as for verifying the correctness of configuration
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settings. Procedures for changing between different operational modes are in the process of being defined.
MPS architecture
An initial proposal for the MPS architecture has been derived from the MPS high-level requirements.
Figure 5.6 offers a simplified overview of this design: MPS input devices (MIDs) provide information
about beam and machine health by surveying equipment and beam parameters and reporting on beam
quality. The machine interlock system (MIS) combines the signals from all MIDs and communicates with
MPS output devices (MODs), which have the power to trigger a shutdown of the proton beam. The
beam permit system assures that the facility is configured and secured appropriately and that all relevant
equipment is operating within the desired set point ranges for the (operational) mode selected by the
operators. The post mortem system (PMS) enables ESS to analyse the origins of machine shutdowns.
MPS input devices (MIDs)
The information or measurement collected by an MID will be compared to pre-defined set-point values
representing nominal machine operation (so called thresholds), but MIDs will interface the machine interlock system via binary signals, reporting, “OK,” or “NOK.” The comparison of measurements to setpoints
will be carried out on the MID level (for example, within the BLM system). A detected value below
the threshold will result in an OK signal to MIS. A measured value above or equal to the threshold will
result in an NOK signal to the interlock system, which, in turn, will initiate a mitigation action (i.e. an
emergency shutdown of the proton beam, such as an inhibition of the next pulse or a fast abort of the
beam). Signals will be transmitted via hard-wired links.
The procedures assuring safe and efficient threshold management for all MIDs must be defined early
within the MPS design process as it is crucial not only to detect critical conditions but also to compare
the measured values to the correct thresholds. These procedures, as well as the MID threshold settings
themselves, are owned by MPS. A special MPS committee will be responsible for threshold management
and will define the procedures and interfaces to be used to safely set and modify any MID threshold.
To limit the number of false triggers of an emergency shutdown, the number of MID channels on the
level of the interlock system that may provoke an emergency shutdown will be minimised. However, if the
required level of reliability cannot be achieved otherwise, redundancy and majority voting strategies will be
implemented. A summary of currently-identified MIDs is given in Table 5.4, which also lists separately the
MID signals generated by beam instrumentation and by the magnet powering system. The most important
diagnostic devices from beam instrumentation, which detect beam losses, will be BLMs and BCMs. BLMs
can detect critically high beam losses within a few µs, however they are only sensitive to protons with
an energy greater than 50 MeV [12]. BCMs are the beam diagnostics devices which will be used for the
detection of beam losses for proton energies less than 50 MeV with a response time of 1 µs to 2 µs. A
detailed discussion of beam loss instrumentation can be found in Section 4.9.
Control  System
Timing  System

MPS
Beam  Permit  System
MID

MIS

MOD

Post  Mortem  System

Figure 5.6: Simplified machine protection system architecture.
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MPS input device name

Number of
devices

Max. number
of interlock
signals

Fast
beam
abort

Next
pulse
inhibit

Timing system
Beam instrumentation
RF modulators
Magnet powering system
Cryoplant, distribution system
Vacuum system
Target station
Neutron instruments
Control room
Beam permit system
Personnel protection system
Ion source
LEBT chopper
Collimation system
Sub-total

1
468
110
257
5
10
70
22
1
1
1
1
1
12
960

1
468
110
257
5
10
70
1 aggregated
1
1
1 aggregated
2
2
12
941

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Beam instrumentation
Beam loss monitors
Beam current monitors
Beam position monitors
Wire scanner
Faraday cup
Grids
Slits
Non-invasive profile monitors
Imaging devices
Halo monitor
Bunch shape monitors
Sub-total

205
19
142
28
8
6
2
22
3
21
12
468

205
19
142
28
8
6
2
22
3
21
12
468

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

Magnet powering system
Magnet power supplies
MEBT magnet power supplies
LEBT magnet power supplies
Sub-total

235
20
2
257

235
20
2
257

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x

Table 5.4: Machine protection system input devices and their signals to the machine interlock system.
(Additional input devices may be added.) Mitigation measures include a “next pulse inhibit”, enhanced
in some cases by a “fast beam abort.”

MPS output devices (MODs)
MPS output devices (MODs) are devices which receive a signal from the machine interlock system. There
are two different types of signals which can be sent to MODs. The first type of signals are those requesting
an action, such as initiating an emergency shutdown of the proton beam or a post mortem event. Examples
include switching off the proton beam by switching off the ion source or switching on the LEBT chopper.
The post mortem signal will be triggered by the machine interlock system, but propagated to the different
devices via the timing system. The second type of signals are informative signals, for example, signals
conveying the information that a mitigation action is taking place. MIS status information will be sent to
the control room, the target station, the neutron instruments, and also to the beam permit system.
Mitigation devices receiving an emergency shutdown trigger from the MIS will be designed to be failsafe and reliable. Redundant mitigation devices will be required for switching off the proton beam (e.g.
the ion source and the LEBT chopper will be used as redundant devices for certain mitigation techniques).
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At the time of writing, two different mitigation techniques have been identified, although they have not yet
been validated: the “fast beam abort” (FBA), and the “next pulse inhibit” (NPI). The FBA requires an
immediate shutdown of the machine, that is, switching off the ion source and removing the current pulse
from the machine. The NPI allows the current pulse to pass to its foreseen destination. An NPI does not
shutdown the machine; but it inhibits the extraction of the following n pulses from the source unless the
machine has returned to nominal conditions.
The time needed to switch off the ion source is a few tens of a microsecond (30-100 µs), while the LEBT
chopper is able to switch off the beam in less than 1 µs. When the MIS receives a mitigation request,
it triggers both devices simultaneously, assuring the required redundancy. Other mitigation devices are
under evaluation, such as the MEBT chopper. The mitigation devices must provide an additional output
signal, informing the machine interlock system that the mitigation action has been successfully completed.
If the MIS does not receive this signal, it will trigger a request to switch off the power of the ion source. A
mitigation device will also provide its internal overall status to the machine interlock system (OK/NOK),
and if the mitigation device detects an internal failure (status signal goes to NOK), MIS will trigger other
available mitigation devices to execute an emergency shutdown, as it is not safe to operate the machine with
faulty mitigation devices. The communication between MIS and mitigation devices will be implemented
via hard-wired links.
Machine interlock system (MIS)
MID signals can be maskable or not depending on the operational mode, which is controlled by the beam
permit system. MIS will combine the OK/NOK signals from all MIDs, including masked signals, and will
be able to distinguish between masked and unmasked incoming signals. If any MID sends an unmasked
NOK signal, the interlock system will communicate with the relevant mitigation devices, which will then
complete the necessary mitigation action. MIS will trigger no action when it receives either masked NOK
signals or OK signals from the MIDs. The MIS is mainly hardware-based with its own network. The
system will be composed of several MIS devices to shorten the connections between MIDs and MODs
distributed along the accelerator. Each MIS device will have several inputs to connect several MIDs.
A distributed system requires a fast and reliable network to provide for signal propagation and to
exchange important interlock information among the different devices. Optical fibres will be used for this
purpose. Depending on the topology, such as daisy chain, star, tree or ring topology, each or some devices
will have several outputs in order to connect to the different MODs. The system topology has not yet been
defined. The selection will be determined in part on response time, scalability, the number of interlock
system devices, signal path redundancy, and the total length of fibres. Table 5.5 describes the advantages
and disadvantages of alternative MIS topologies.
The machine interlock system must offer two types of interlock service: local interlock service, in which
a single device provides the service, meaning that the MID that detects a fault and the MODs are wired

Criterion

Star

Tree

Daisy-chain

Response time

Minimum

Increased by delay of
switch(es)

Depends on the number
of hops

Scalability

Limited due to the
maximum number of
network interfaces in a
single device

Scalable with additional level of treebranches

Limited due to maximum number of hops,
due to signal propagation delay

Number of interlock system devices

2 (master and nodes)

3 (master, switches and
nodes)

2 (master and nodes)

Signal path redundancy

Requires duplication of
all paths and the master

Requires duplication of
all paths of the leaves

Requires only one return path from the last
node to the master

Total length of fibres

Highest

In between

Lowest

Table 5.5: Advantages and disadvantages of alternative machine interlock system topologies.
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Interfaces

Master

Node

Switch

Several output interfaces to connect to MPS output devices
Several input interfaces to connect to MPS input devices
Machine interlock system network interface(s)
Interlock logic to correctly react upon a received NOK signal
Internal memory for post-mortem logs
Interface to timing system to synchronise time and clock
Interface to control system to obtain configuration/logic and to
provide post-mortem logs

Yes
Optional
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Optional
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
No
Optional
Optional
Optional

Table 5.6: Interfaces required for master, switch and node devices in the machine interlock system.
to the same device; and global interlock service, in which at least two geographically separated devices
provide the service. For each single incoming emergency request, only one single mitigation action (or two
in cases requiring redundancy) will be requested within a pre-defined time interval (probably a few µs); this
requirement addresses the need to cope with multiple and/or concurrently occurring emergency shutdown
requests, that is, with multiple requests received by the Machine Interlock System within nanoseconds
of each other. Depending on the chosen topology, at most three different types of MIS devices will be
needed: master, switch and node devices. The needed interfaces for the three device types are summarised
in Table 5.6.
The master and node devices must have at least one network interface when no signal path redundancy
is required; otherwise, they must have at least two. Additionally, the master and node devices must have
an interface to the timing system, which provides synchronisation data to the local time and clock. The
master also uses the timing system to dispatch a signal indicating that a mitigation action is taking place
to all devices providing data to the post mortem system. If these devices receive the signal from the
timing system, they will freeze their circular buffers, needed for post mortem analysis. The master and
the node must provide a bidirectional interface to the service and data tier of ICS to receive configuration
information and to send information on the device status as well as its logs for the post mortem analysis.
Beam permit system (BPS)
The beam permit system (BPS) is the part of MPS that will assure that the facility is configured and
secured appropriately, and that all relevant equipment is operating within the desired set point ranges for
the operational mode selected by the operators. There are several alternative implementations possible for
such a system, and the final choice is currently under evaluation. One possibility would be a BPS based
on PLCs. The PLCs would read the analogue values from the MIDs (such as voltage and/or current of
power supplies for the magnets) and compare these values to the pre-defined thresholds for the specific
operational mode loaded by the operators. If the validation fails, the beam permit would be revoked and
an emergency shutdown request would be sent to the machine interlock system. Another possibility would
be a system based mainly on software. This system would validate the correct status of all MIDs, MODs
and MIS devices depending on the loaded configuration settings for a certain operational mode. If the
validation is finished without any irregularity detected, the BPS would issue a beam permit signal to the
machine interlock system, and perhaps to some other systems as well. Only after the beam permit signal
had been issued would the machine be allowed to start, and to load the settings required for the operational
mode. Every time the machine is stopped, the BPS would revoke the beam permit signal and the device
validation would need to be repeated in order to load the next requested operational mode.
Post mortem system (PMS)
The MPS will provide support for a post mortem system to analyse data from many different MPS devices
in order to establish the origin of a mitigation request and to assist operation. All devices providing
post mortem data will be required to use a standardised data format and standardised data acquisition
processes. The post mortem analysis must verify that all MPS devices and MPS subsystems have operated
as expected. Within such an analysis, it must be assured that the real origin of the failure leading to a
machine shutdown has been tracked down and correctly identified. It has not yet been decided whether
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an operator’s approval of the post mortem analysis results will be required before restarting machine
operation, or whether automated processes will be implemented. In either case, the post mortem analysis
will support operators in the main control room as they decide whether the machine is in a safe state to
proceed or not. The post mortem service is described in Section 5.2.7.
In order to determine which MPS subsystem(s) first caused the machine to shutdown, all MPS subsystems and devices will be synchronised with the timing system. The required level of precision is currently
under evaluation. The machine interlock system will time stamp and monitor incoming signals from all
MIDs and MODs and will log signal changes on input interfaces so that it will possible to establish which
device(s) reported NOK status first. The interlock system will log output signals as well, in order to have
evidence about which mitigation device is triggered first. Every individual MIS device will log its own
input and output interfaces. Maskable signals will be logged as well, as they may provide vital information
for the post mortem analysis. The results of this type of analysis will also be useful for device performance
optimisation. To determine the reason why an MPS device or MPS sub-system reported NOK status, the
MPS device must also log its internal status signals and other important parameters.
It is important to separate the safety-critical transfer of post mortem data from normal machine
data transfer. The need for a dedicated network is under investigation. The decision will depend on an
evaluation of the amount of data liable to be transferred and of how long it is likely to take to finalise
post mortem analysis, given that delays in analysis results have the potential to adversely affect machine
availability.
Timing system
The timing system provides important input to MPS, enabling all devices involved in machine protection
to synchronise their local device time. When applicable, the timing system will provide information about
the operational mode to MPS systems, including the machine interlock system, beam permit system, MIDs
and MODs. When an emergency shutdown is triggered, the timing system will propagate this information
to MIDs and MODs and inform them to preserve their circular log buffers. More information about MPS’s
interface with the timing system can be found in Section 5.2.6.
MPS response time
The MPS response time is defined as the time needed for the following events to occur: Detection of a
failure or a critically high beam loss by one or more MIDs, generation of an NOK signal, propagation of
this NOK signal from the MIDs to the machine interlock system, MIS initiation of a mitigation action,
and MOD completion of the mitigation action (i.e. emergency shutdown). As mentioned earlier, steel or
copper accelerator equipment will begin to melt after a few µs of exposure to the full proton beam for the
warm LINAC and after about 40 µs for the cold LINAC. These numbers imply that the MPS response
time must be no greater than a few µs in the warm LINAC. Simulations to more precisely define required
response times under various circumstances are currently underway.
MPS internal failures
The design function of MPS is to perform an emergency shutdown when non-nominal conditions are
detected. Machine safety would be compromised by a non-nominal condition of MPS itself. A failure is an
event leaving a component in a state that prevents it from fulfilling its function. Failures in MPS and its
constituent components fall into two main categories, depending on their effect on system operation. The
first category consists of failures to perform an emergency shutdown, when such a shutdown is desirable.
Such failures are referred to as “blind” failures because they imply that incoming shutdown request signals
have not been treated and/or transmitted correctly. The second category consists of shutdowns under
nominal conditions. In these cases, MPS has acted upon a false failure report resulting from inherent
active or passive failsafe measures which trigger an emergency shutdown request upon occurrence. For
example, the interruption of an optical fibre within the machine interlock system network will automatically
result in an emergency shutdown request. Such actions lead to unnecessary downtime.
Both types of failure affect machine availability, but only the first type compromises machine safety
and creates the potential for damage to the machine’s equipment. On the MPS component level, such
blind failures prevent the correct treatment and transmission of an incoming emergency shutdown request.
On the global system level, the concurrence of non-nominal conditions and undetected failures of an MPS
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component can result in a missed emergency shutdown. MPS subsystems must allow for the correct
detection of non-nominal and critical conditions.
Redundancy is defined as the existence of more technical means than necessary for the required function.
Redundancy is one of the design principles that renders a system fault tolerant, that is, that enables a
system to continue functioning despite a hardware or software failure.
The MPS will be designed to be failsafe, which means that it will request an emergency shutdown
upon detecting an internal failure, thus passing the machine into a safe state. Additional self- monitoring
features of the MPS are foreseen as well. Monitoring is an activity intended to observe the actual state of
a component and is usually carried out during operation (i.e. in the operating state), in order to detect
or anticipate failures. However, such fault failure signals and the related shutdown request compromise
machine availability.
Warnings can also be viewed as a type of failure, and their analysis often yields valuable information.
Unlike failures leading to false emergency shutdowns, warnings are not critical in and of themselves for MPS
functionality, but they provide useful information for maintenance planning and early fault detection, thus
making it possible to avoid more serious failures. Faulty components also can be detected by diagnostics
and testing. The time needed to repair faulty MPS components may contribute to machine downtime, but
it also may make it possible to avoid longer periods of downtime.
Diagnostics services provide mechanisms to detect possible device and network failures, and to avoid
false failures leading to unnecessary downtime. These diagnostic mechanisms, together with a failsafe
design approach, increase the reliability of the system. Three major types of MIS failures have been
identified: 1. Network connection failure (e.g. broken fibre, no power); 2. failure of a device (e.g. no
power, broken hardware); and 3. failure of an MID or MOD connection (e.g. broken channel, no power on
channel, noise on channel, or broken fibre). For each of these types of failure, a diagnostic measure will
be established to allow for early detection and to avoid MIS blindness. When a failure falling into these
categories has been detected, a machine shutdown will be requested.
MPS and the timing system are embedded within the integrated control system. Health messages
must pass constantly between MPS, the timing system, and other ICS subsystems. If any of the relevant
subsystems stops issuing periodic health messages, the other systems will request a shutdown. Some
device failures can be detected on the physical layer (e.g. if a neighbouring device detects a loss of signal).
Heartbeat or hello packets can help diagnose other failures, like unresponsiveness of the device. Devices will
constantly exchange internal health signals. If a particular device stops sending health signals, it will be
treated as a failed device and all neighbouring devices will react and send a shutdown request. Any device
with output interfaces will be designed so that if it stops driving the output, the output automatically goes
to NOK state which then triggers the connected mitigation device(s). The MIS network will be realised
with bidirectional fibre connections, where each fibre has an optical transmitter on one side and an optical
receiver on the other. Three possible types of MIS network failures have been identified: 1. failure in the
transmitter, which would be detected by a receiver as a loss of signal on the physical layer; 2. a broken
fibre cable, which would also detected by a receiver as a loss of signal on the physical layer; and 3. failure
in a receiver, which would be detected indirectly as a loss of health signal on the data layer. Measures
will be implemented in the machine interlock system to monitor the signals indicating these three types of
failures. Diagnostic measurement needs are under evaluation.
Applications for MPS status survey
The MPS will include applications offering a permanent survey of MPS functionality and machine status
at the machine level, the section or segment level, and at the level of a single MIS device. The machine
level view will include information about BPS status, MIS status, the status of machine segments, and
the status of the timing system. The segment level view will divide the machine into smaller sections or
segments, providing linking elements between the top-level machine view and the detailed device view.
The machine segment view will include information about the status of the selected machine segment and
the status of all machine interlock system devices in the segment. The MIS device-level view will include
information about the status of the device, the status of all inputs (i.e. the status of MIDs), and the status
of all outputs (i.e. the status of MODs). Status overview applications for the BPS and the post mortem
system will be provided. Specific management tools for the modification of safety-critical configuration
settings will be provided for the BPS, the machine interlock system and the post mortem system, as well.
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Personnel protection system

The personnel protection system (PPS) will protect personnel against unnecessary exposure to hazards
from the machine, including radioactivity and electromagnetic radiation, electrical shock, and other dangerous phenomena, such as faulty ventilation, helium release, or oxygen deficiency hazards. The PPS must
support the operational flexibility required for different modes of operation and will, therefore, be sufficiently automated to minimise the need to rely on administrative procedures to protect personnel. The
system will be operational 24 hours per day, 7 days per week and 365 days per year. The design process
for the PPS includes several analysis and development phases. As a first step, the functional specification
of PPS will be defined. Then a segmentation of the ESS machine based on several selection criteria, such
as expected radiation levels, will be evaluated. Subsequently, a hazard and risk analysis will be performed
in order to define PPS safety functions. Having defined these safety functions, it will be possible to derive
technical specifications and complete the PPS design.
Design
The PPS has two main functions: Radiation safety and facility operation management. It therefore consists
of two main parts: An access control system and a radiation monitoring and alarm system. The access
control system must prevent unauthorised or accidental entry into radiation and/or operational areas.
Elements of this system include physical barriers, personal key boxes, door control boxes, emergency stop
buttons, cameras for monitoring, beam stoppers, signs, flashing lights, audible warnings, etc., and also a
dedicated interlock system, and a set of administrative procedures defining conditions for safe entry into
the machine. The radiation alarm system will include radiation sensors to monitor the radiation field
directly, and indirect methods such as beam loss monitors.
The aim of the PPS is to protect personnel, rather than the machine. Therefore, this system will
be independent and distinct from MPS and other ICS components, so that performance of PPS safety
functions will be guaranteed even in the absence of a fully working control system. ESS has set the
following PPS design goals:
1. Only registered and authorised personnel will be allowed to enter the ESS machine;
2. All PPS status information will be available to other ICS subsystems, including MPS;
3. A status display will provide all important PPS information independently of the rest of ICS;
4. PPS will be designed so that it is in a secure state in case of any error;
5. The PPS interlock system will provide for redundancy;
6. A radiation monitoring system will be an integral part of PPS;
7. All PPS components will exhibit high degrees of reliability;
8. PPS circuits will be failsafe; and
9. Duplicated circuits or redundant components will be implemented wherever the failure of a single
circuit or device could lead to a hazard.
A highly reliable PPS is indispensable for radiation safety management for personnel entering or leaving
radiation-controlled areas. To ensure this reliability, the Controls Group will evaluate the possibility of
basing the PPS architecture on two tiers of programmable systems performing access control and safety
interlocks. In addition, safety functions can be performed by redundant Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs), which are certified for safety applications. It may be necessary for independent engineers to
program the PLCs, providing a certain level of diversity and defence against coding errors. In order to
centralise information about the status of PPS equipment, all signal paths will be hardwired from the
equipment towards the interlock system.
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Functionality
The PPS will manage the entrance to and exit from any given radiation-controlled area according to the
classification of the given access mode using two separate PPS subsystems. A dedicated access safety
system will guarantee the absence of beam in the zone, and, in some cases, the absence of other types of
hazards (such as electrical hazards), as well. In addition, a dedicated access control system will manage
access to primary beam zones. The main operating principle for both systems will be, “If there is beam,
then there is no access; if there is access, then there is no beam.”
Consider, as an example, access to hot areas during accelerator operation. During beam operation,
the No Access mode will prohibit all access to the accelerator, target station and neutron instruments.
If an access door is opened or a lock is released, PPS will immediately interrupt permission for beam
operation. However, it will be possible to enter specific radiation hot areas during beam operation under
strict PPS management, in order to support operational efficiency. As a second example, consider access to
the target station and radiation monitoring. It will be possible to enter specific areas of the target station
and perform repair or maintenance work even when the linac is operational. Radiological exposure during
that work will be surveyed by PPS and will be safe for the personnel. A radiation monitoring system will
check radiation levels continuously at several static points in the accelerator and in the target station.

5.2.4

Relationship of ICS and the target safety system

The target safety system (TSS) will be implemented and maintained separately from ICS and will comply
with safety regulations for nuclear facilities. It is not in the scope of ICS to deal with safety-classified
systems. The majority of the systems for the target will not be safety-classified. The current estimate
is that it will be possible to control about 80% of target station control signals in the same manner as
signals from the rest of the facility. The remaining 20% of signals originating from the target station will
be safety-classified (under the jurisdiction of nuclear safety regulations) and will need to be controlled by
TSS. TSS will be represented in ICS as another device. ICS will be informed of the status of TSS, and
there will be read-back of some TSS signals in the main control system, but ICS will not control those
signals. In general, the target station will send information about its status to ICS (that is, to MPS and
PPS) so that the proton beam will be switched off in case of non-nominal or critical conditions. However,
TSS also will be able to act independently, and, in particular, will be able to switch off the beam on its own
when the criticality of an event makes such action appropriate. A series of target-related events requiring
protection functions already has been defined, including events such as leaks of helium coolant; signals
from the accelerator (beam profile); and external events such as loss of power supply, fire, or earthquake.

5.2.5

Timing and synchronisation

The primary clock source for ESS will be the master oscillator, which is in the domain of the Low-Level
RF Group. The master oscillator will generate a 704 MHz primary RF frequency and its subharmonics
to provide a very stable phase reference for client devices, such as RFQs, that require the highest level of
synchronisation, with jitter at the femtosecond level. (Subharmonic frequencies are frequencies below the
fundamental frequency of an oscillator in a ratio of 1/n, where n is a positive integer [13].) The timing
system will complement the master oscillator, offering services to client devices which have less strict jitter
requirements, with jitter at the picosecond level. For these devices, distribution of services from the highly
stable master oscillator clock would not be cost-effective. These devices might also need more complicated
synchronisation procedures than the clock distribution service of the master oscillator alone can provide.
Figure 5.7 shows a very broad overview of the timing system. A brief description of its main components
is given below.
RF master oscillator and timing system
The timing system will be very closely coupled with the master oscillator, deriving its lower-performance
clock from the RF clock. The short-term stability of the RF clock will be regulated by the master oscillator,
which will align to the global positioning system (GPS) reference only on a very long time scale. Since
the timing system must always be aligned with the RF clock, its notion of absolute time, which it will
distribute to client devices, will also derive from the master oscillator, rather than directly from the GPS
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Figure 5.7: Timing system overview. The abbreviations TS and TL refer to the timing system and the
transport layer, respectively.
receiver. This means that the timing system may be detuned with respect to the GPS reference on a
short-term basis, but will not drift away from it over a longer time scale.
Clock correlations
A single master oscillator will generate the phase reference of the RF parts and the master clock for the
timing system. Thus, a common time base and phase will be established between the different systems. A
1 Hz signal will be generated without any approximation, so the choice of the timing frequency will have
no influence on the accuracy of the real time clock. Four periods of the bunch frequency of 352.21 MHz will
be used as the fundamental clock period, in order to get a reasonable frequency for the field programmable
gate array (FPGA) logic of the timing system hardware. An integer number of ticks of this clock will
define the full length of the beam macropulse, and the exact beam macropulse repetition rate, which will
be slightly different from the nominal value of 14 Hz, as shown in Table 5.7.

Parameter

Unit

Value

Bunch frequency
Bunches per event clock period
Event clock frequency, fevent
Event clock period, Tevent
Event clock ticks per macropulse start
Beam macropulse repetition rate
Event clock ticks per macropulse length
Beam macropulse full length

MHz

352.21
4
88.0525
11.356861
6289464
14.000000636
251830
2.859998

MHz
ns
Hz
ms

Table 5.7: Primary timing system parameters.
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Transport layer
The timing system will be responsible for the distribution to client devices of absolute time and the clock
that is coupled with the RF master oscillator. To achieve this distribution, a deterministic and highperformance clock and real-time data distribution network is required. This network is the timing system
transport layer. Several transport layer solutions of various levels of maturity and performance already
exist. For example, there are solutions available from Micro-Research Finland [14] and White Rabbit
(IEEE 1588). The transport layer solution must be able to achieve device synchronisation at the 1 ns
level or better. The availability and maturity of alternative approaches will also influence ESS’s choice. A
bi-directional transport layer has been ruled out at the present time.
Timing generator
Figure 5.8 shows the high-level design of the timing generator. The timing generator will serve a number
of purposes. It will lock to the 88.0525 MHz master oscillator clock and distribute the clock to timing
receivers over the timing system transport layer with low jitter. It will deterministically execute timing
event sequences. It will acquire real time clock data from the master oscillator and distribute this data to
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timing receivers over the transport layer. And it will condition the execution of event sequences with MPS
beam-abort input and distribute beam-abort information to timing receivers, as is shown in Figure 5.9.
Procedures for locking to the master oscillator reference clock and distributing this clock at the event clock
frequency, fevent , to timing receivers with acceptable jitter performance mainly depend on the choice of
the timing system transport layer.
Because client devices need to be synchronised with sub-nanosecond precision, the event sequences need
to be handled entirely in the timing generator’s FPGA-based hardware operating at the fevent frequency.
The timing generator’s EPICS IOC will provide mechanisms for the control system to load a specific
timing sequence into the timing system hardware and request and monitor its execution. The start of
event sequence execution will always be aligned with the 14 Hz pulse repetition rate in the timing system
hardware. Emission times of all events in the event sequence will be defined relative to the start of the
pulse. The timing generator must be able to dynamically change event sequences to support beam ramp-
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up. The ramp-up rate must be controlled deterministically. The event sequences will be executed at a
14 Hz rate, which will allow enough time for the timing generator software to load the next sequence
into the timing generator FPGA while a given sequence is being executed, thus maintaining control over
beam ramp-up. To facilitate this mechanism, the timing generator FPGA must be able to internally store
two event sequences – one currently being executed and one being programmed by the timing generator
software, which will be executed at the start of the next pulse.
Timing receivers
Figure 5.9 shows the high-level design of the timing receivers. The timing receivers also will serve a
number of purposes. They will lock to the clock distributed by the timing generator over the timing
system transport layer and offer this clock as a service to client devices on an outbound interface. By
phase locking to this clock, client devices will be able to synchronise to the timing receiver, to the timing
generator and, consequently, to the master oscillator. They will receive data about events from the timing
generator over the transport layer. They will generate configurable responses to received events, such
as triggers. And they will receive real time clock data from the timing generator for event logging and
client device time reference. The timing receiver’s EPICS IOC application will provide mechanisms for
the control system to configure event responses and other timing receiver services, and to monitor the
behaviour of the timing receivers. It also will provide a way for client device applications to interface with
the timing receiver on a software level.
There are many factors that influence the phase alignment of clock and responses between two timing receivers, including the granularity of the propagation delay compensation mechanism, temperature
changes in the fibre cable, and event clock jitter. Different cable lengths between the timing generator and
timing receivers introduce different event propagation delays. A mechanism to compensate for propagation
delays will have to be implemented within the timing receiver. This will enable all timing receivers to be
completely synchronous in trigger responses, time service and other deterministic services.
For commissioning and testing purposes, timing receivers must be able to function autonomously,
without receiving clock and data from the timing generator, and without being connected to the timing
system network. Timing system architecture will include a stand-alone mode of operation to satisfy this
need. In this mode, the event clock will be generated internally within the timing receiver and the timing
receiver will be able to play hypothetical event sequences. For this purpose, the timing receiver will be
able to host timing generator logic on both the firmware and software levels.
Control system integration
All timing system components, namely the timing generator and timing receivers, will be hosted by a
control box and will be integrated into ICS via EPICS. The EPICS interface will enable control system
users to configure timing sequences and responses to events; start and stop execution of event sequences;
and monitor the behaviour of timing system components. Since ESS will have a huge number of timing
system components across the whole machine and these components will be FPGA-based, the control
boxes will support remote firmware update.
Prototyping
An important early step in the development of the timing system was a 2012 prototype that demonstrated
its basic concepts. The first timing system prototype was based on a cPCI PlusIO hardware platform
with Micro-Research Finland cPCI timing hardware as the transport layer. The choice was consistent
with decisions concerning the 2012 control box prototype, discussed in Section 5.3.2, and also took into
account the availability of alternative timing system transport layers that fit ESS requirements. On top
of the transport layer, some of the timing services were implemented and demonstrated as a proof-ofconcept, rather than as a final implementation. Figure 5.10 shows some of the equipment used in the 2012
timing system prototype. Implementation of timing system services will be decoupled from the timing
system transport layer technology as much as possible to preserve the option to change the generic COTS
(commercial off the shelf) transport layer in the future without losing timing system services that have
been customised to meet ESS requirements. In parallel with a highly mature hardware platform such as
cPCI, ESS will probably also use a high performance hardware platform. The Controls Group will develop
a prototype based on the µTCA.4 platform in 2014.
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Figure 5.10: Timing system prototype (2012). Left: A computer monitor showing the GUI for the timing
receiver EPICS application, Middle: Control box (2012 version) including a timing receiver, a timing
generator and a switch box simulating the MPS system (on the top of the control box). Right: An
oscilloscope showing the output of a timing receiver.

5.2.6

Timing system services

The main purpose of the timing system is to precisely synchronise devices across the whole machine. To
achieve this, the timing system will offer a variety of services, such as clock distribution, real-time control
system data distribution and different triggering mechanisms. Using these services, the timing system
must be able to precisely dictate the 2.86 ms long beam pulse with a 14 Hz repetition frequency to a vast
number of front-end devices. The various timing system services are discussed in turn below.
14 Hz pulse generation
The 14 Hz beam pulse will be the end result of several devices which are clients to the timing system working
in sync. From the timing system perspective, the 14 Hz pulse generation does not necessarily require the
actual generation of the physical pulse, but rather involves the generation of a series of predefined events
(real-time data packets) and triggers to its client devices. The events and triggers will be synchronised
across the whole facility with the required precision.
Event clock
The timing receivers will offer the event clock as a configurable option on outbound interfaces. The timing
receiver event clock will be phase aligned to the timing generator and master oscillator.
Event responses
There will be several types of events and triggers at different positions relative to the 14 Hz pulse, for
example, at start-of-pulse, end-of-pulse, and pre-trigger (all events yet to be determined), so the timing
system architecture will allow for configurable event sequences. The timing system architecture will include
a configurable response mechanism to address different client device needs.
Time-stamp service
The timing system will distribute real time clock (RTC) data to client devices to enable precise timestamping across the whole machine with a time-stamp jitter of better than 1 ns. Because of this jitter
requirement, the timing system will implement a deterministic RTC data transmission and synchronisation
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between the timing generator and timing receivers, which will be designed so that it does not interfere
with event sequence execution and distribution. Since the timing receiver must be phase aligned to the
timing generator event clock, the RTC in the timing receiver will never drift away in time from the RTC in
the timing generator. Therefore, RTC synchronisation can in principle be done once and for all at timing
system start-up. However, resynchronisation will be performed periodically for the sake of robustness.
The event period, Tevent = 11.356861 ns, is the smallest possible time-stamp resolution.
Each timing receiver will log received timing events with precise RTC time stamps. This data will be
used for diagnostic purposes and for client device time synchronisation when the timing receiver triggers
a client device upon receipt of a specific timing event. Alternatively, time-stamp functionality could also
be offered to client device hardware directly over a backplane, using real-time data distribution. The
time-stamp service will also provide mechanisms for precise time-stamping of data acquired by client
devices (e.g. a sensor connected to a DAQ card). So far, two distinct data acquisition use-cases have
been identified: 1. A DAQ device outputs one measurement per pulse (usually averaged), which needs to
be time-stamped precisely enough to be able to correlate this measurement to a specific pulse, and 2. a
DAQ device captures a waveform of data sample within a time frame of the pulse. The waveform will be
time-stamped so that waveforms from different DAQ devices can be correlated with each other. In both
use cases, the timing event trigger will be used to start data acquisition.
Integration with the machine protection system
Upon detection of faults by the machine protection system, the timing generator must immediately stop
the execution of event sequences and, consequently, the generation of beam pulses. Thus, the timing
system will be integrated with MPS. The deterministic nature of the event distribution and triggering
mechanisms makes the timing system suitable for notifying client devices to lock their data buffers for
post-mortem analysis.
Figure 5.11 shows the structure of interactions between MPS and and the timing system. Upon receiving
a beam abort signal from an MID (1), the machine interlock system triggers the timing generator (2) to
stop execution of the timing sequence (3) and to propagate a “lock buffers” event to all timing receivers
(4), which then trigger all devices that implement post mortem data logging to lock the post-mortem data
buffers (5). The timing system is also responsible for providing real time clock synchronisation service
to all MIDs and MODs, and to all devices that have to provide post mortem logs, so that post mortem
data can be merged into a single timeline. The timing system is a safety critical system whose incorrect
behaviour would compromise machine safety; thus the timing system is itself an MID, and must provide a
binary OK/NOK status signal to the machine interlock system. The timing system will be able to request
a switch off the proton beam upon detecting that one or several of its own components have failed.

5.2.7

Control system services

Control system (CS) services refer to software libraries, servers, and standardised interfaces in the control
system core in the middle tier of the control system, that provide common functionalities throughout
the control system. Some of the required CS services are supplied in the EPICS core, but will require
modification to serve ESS needs. For example, EPICS’s ready-made data correlation and timing services are
insufficient for ESS’s needs, and modifications to them will also require modifications to EPICS archivers
and logging tools, as described below. The remainder of this section itemises CS services for ESS as
identified at the time of writing, and provides a description of the basic common functionality.
Control system permissions
ICS will have a permission system to limit the effects of accidental CS user actions that could otherwise
disrupt facility operations. This permission system will establish authority over operational or maintenance
access to each particular portion of ICS. Read access of ICS control points will not be constrained by the
permission system inside the control network. The permission system will be fine-grained and hierarchical;
this approach is well-supported by the underlying EPICS framework and is in use by operating facilities
such as SNS and CEBAF. Control system users, and the processes that they run, will be assigned roles
and profiles, and access will be controllable down to an EPICS channel-by-channel resolution. It will be
possible to modify these roles and profiles over time, so, for example, an operations crew chief may permit
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Figure 5.11: Interplay between the timing system and the machine protection system.
access to a specific subsystem to a remote diagnostics user for a specific period of time. Roles and profiles
may also change dynamically with machine state. More information on user roles and profiles can be found
in Section 5.6.1.
A higher-level permission policy will be in place to guide proper configuration of the ICS permission
system and to establish the conditions under which ad hoc permissions may be granted. This policy
will be implemented in an ICS permission management application that will be available to the main
control room staff crew chief and other authorised personnel. This application will be designed to make
it straightforward to control whether a particular user or process has permissions to access controls that
affect beam delivery. EPICS also supports channel access gateways [15], which provide a means for many
clients to access a process variable while making only one connection to the channel access server that
owns the process variable. It also provides additional access security beyond that on the server. It thus
protects critical channel access servers while providing access, possibly with restrictions, to needed process
variables. These gateways are mostly used to “fan out” readings to multiple clients. If a gateway is deemed
necessary for settings, its permission model must be consistent with the ICS permission model described
above.
Archiving service and viewer
Archiving is a service dedicated to providing historical information about machine operations. This information is used to evaluate machine performance, diagnose problems and failures, and establish correlations
between various settings and measurements for analysis. At ESS, the archiving service will provide a mechanism to store ICS settings, read-backs, and configuration to a permanent location. This service will usually
be provided by one or more network archivers. The data archiving structure can be simple, as each record
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will consist only of context information, identification of the property, and value of the property. ESS will
develop a well-documented and thoroughly reviewed archiving philosophy to guide proper configuration
of its archiving service, in recognition of the fact that the design of this application and the availability
of archived data will strongly affect the efficiency of machine diagnostics. Archived data will be easily
browsable from an archive viewer application that supports many modes of data visualisation, such as
time plots (value vs. time), correlation plots (value vs. value), and waterfall plots (trace or other array
vs. time or accelerator s-coordinate).
The core EPICS archive service [16] is quite old and is not recommended for use in new installations,
so new large installations tend to build their own archive services. ESS will evaluate in detail archivers
and archive viewers used at other facilities. For example, LogView at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) is a good design example of a logger server and viewer. SNS has developed a relational database
archiver, RDB Channel Archiver, that uses data and configuration stored in a relational database. The
most appropriate off-the-shelf archiving service and viewer appears to be the BEAUTY archiver that is
part of the Control System Studio. ESS will evaluate this archiver to determine whether it suits ESS needs
during the development and commissioning phases.
The archiving system and its viewer are intimately connected with the implementation of data correlation, since their primary purpose is to display correlated time plots of historical data with time precisions
and accuracies down to the lowest levels of time granularity available in ICS. The archiving system provides two types of service – trending and the archiving service. Trending involves the archiving of process
variables over time. Because it is not carried out for control purposes, trending is performed at a slower
data rate than the live display of data. Trending data is stored permanently. The archiving service is
provided to the user to configure restricted sets of data for special purposes.The archiving service stores
historical values of properties in the control system and is connected to specific user demands for data
collection. Archiving will be configured on a per-property basis, and may be done on-time (archiving of a
value at a certain clock frequency), on-change (archiving of a value as soon as it changes by a configurable
amount), or on-event (for example, generating an archive of ring buffer readings on an abort event).
The implementation of the archive viewer will naturally depend on the structure and storage of archive
records. This viewer will support the display of historical data and the visual display of control point
trends to establish slow correlations over timescales of days to years. This viewer will support efficient,
abortable retrieval of data from the archiving service; retrieval of data for a set of properties and process
variables; and the presentation of retrieved data as a table or as a chart showing value versus time or
other accelerator context information (for example, value in consecutive cycles with the same cycle ID). It
will be able to retrieve data within a bounded time interval at a bounded sample rate, or with a limited
number of samples, and to filter retrieved data by other accelerator context information, such as by the
cycle ID or timing event ID that has triggered a given value. Finally, it will have the ability to export
data to common spreadsheet programs and data formats (e.g. CSV) for further manual analysis.
Logging service and viewer
Logging will provide developers and engineers with insight into the current behaviour of ICS components.
As such, it will be a valuable diagnostic tool when the control system’s functionality doesn’t comply with
set requirements, allowing developers and engineers to pinpoint and resolve problems. The scope of the
logging service will be to record information over limited time intervals. As such it is to be distinguished
from the archiving service, which will store historical information from the control system over the entire
ESS life-cycle. Additionally, while the archiving system will mainly be concerned with collecting data
about the machine and its operation, the logging service will include information on the running of the
control system itself, such as software-generated log files. The logging service will collect time-stamped log
entries from ICS in a time-frame that is as close to real time as is possible within bandwidth and storage
constraints. It will store these entries in a central database to permit efficient queries. This database may
be a text file, but other means to store log entries such as a relational database or large-scale databases
such as Google BigTable or Spanner will be evaluated for applicability and scalability.
It will be possible to configure the logging system dynamically, without interfering with existing logging
activity. This will allow the verbosity of logging to be increased when problems are under investigation,
and to be reduced during normal operation so as to limit the amount of network traffic and data storage
consumed by logging. Logged data will be easily browsable from a log viewer. It will be possible to
filter logged data by the source from which the log entry originates, time-stamp range, verbosity level
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and log data contents. It will also be possible to correlate logged data with other data sources, such as
data from the archiving service. EPICS provides ready-made services for logging (the “iocLogServer” and
“iocLogClient” components). Apart from acquiring EPICS logs, other log files generated by computer
nodes (e.g., Linux log files) will also be centrally managed. Use of off-the-shelf services such as “syslog”
and “syslog-ng” will be considered. Off-the-shelf viewers for logs also exist (e.g., “LogZilla” and “Apache
Chainsaw”) and commercial tools for analysing logs are available (e.g., “Splunk”). These tools will be
evaluated for suitability to ESS requirements.
Post mortem service
ICS post mortem analysis software will have a modular structure and will use a multi-level analysis
framework for the post mortem data. The purpose of this service is to provide an automated analysis,
qualification, and categorisation of shutdown events. The modules will present each MPS subsystem that
has a connection to the post mortem. They will be easily extensible, to accommodate lessons learnt from
operational experience. The input for each module’s analysis (i.e. pre-defined analysis procedures and
rules governing the interpretation of results) will be provided by the experts responsible for the relevant
subsystem. The ability to cross-correlate results from different subsystems will be very useful, and so the
post mortem framework will allow users to easily implement and modify correlation functions between
different modules while avoiding adverse impacts on overall analysis performance. The framework will
provide all necessary infrastructure for the analysis modules and all post mortem logs, and will store
results and comments for offline analysis. Such offline analysis will help identify specific categories of
shutdown events or scenarios and may facilitate creation of an early fault detection system. The system
will be able to execute specific MPS subsystem checks for verification purposes, as well.
Save, restore, and compare
During commissioning and operations, operators will need to create a named and time-stamped “save
set” of machine setpoints. This save set will contain sufficient information to make it possible to recreate
a given machine operational condition through EPICS settings. BLED will contain a database-driven
tool to acquire, restore, and compare these save sets. The compare functionality is often overlooked,
but it is an essential function of this system so users can easily see what changes have been made in
machine, equipment or diagnostic settings between two save sets. The “Control System Studio” provides
save/restore functionality within its “PV Table” view. ESS will evaluate the suitability of Control System
Studio’s compare functionality for its needs, and will design enhancements if required.
Alarms
Alarms are special types of messages that indicate conditions that require operator awareness, and possibly
operator action. Their main purpose is to inform operators of unusual situations, and to enable them to
understand the root causes of these situations before failures occur. The delivery of alarms must be
guaranteed, which places requirements on network communication (e.g. they cannot be delivered with
UDP), but they need not be delivered with real-time priority since their recipients will likely not respond to
them in real-time. Alarms may range in criticality level from very low (an innocuous measurement slightly
out of nominal range) to very high (possible imminent threat to facility personnel). ESS will establish and
support standards for alarm generation by EPICS control system IOC or PV. Data structures for each
alarm will include the alarm name generated from the associated PV, device name, system, supersystem,
time-stamp, criticality level, and a description of the cause (e.g. the value of the PV that triggered the
alarm). ESS will define a limited number of criticality levels which will be documented and reviewed,
and which will depend on the potential impact of the underlying cause of the alarm on cost, operational
uptime, equipment damage, and personnel safety in ascending order. ESS will survey current practice at
several other facilities to guide it in defining criticality levels.
A central alarm server will be responsible for collecting all alarms, storing them in a dedicated database,
and dispatching them to running alarm display programs. Operators will be able to efficiently package
groups of seemingly correlated alarms together within the scope of a well-designed alarm display program.
Alarms will be colour-coded by criticality level, and alarms above a certain criticality level will produce
audible signals, as well. There will be two versions of alarm displays: one that is “read-only” and only
displays active alarms, and one that is interactive. Alarm displays will also be developed to display a subset
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of alarms that are only relevant for certain areas of the machine, such as the injector or instrument stations,
for use in those areas. Alarm indications will latch – that is, they will remain on all alarm displays until
their state is changed by a user interacting with them on any of the interactive alarm displays. Alarms on
the alarm display and in the alarm system will fall into exactly one of a pre-defined number of mutually
exclusive states. The precise set of states is still being defined, but is likely to resemble the following list:
1. New: Alarm has arrived but has had no operator interaction.
2. Seen: Operator indicates the alarm has been seen, and has assumed responsibility for follow-up.
3. Assigned: Operator has forwarded the alarm to another group for follow-up.
4. Deferred: Investigation is complete but immediate resolution is not possible (e.g. enclosure access
required).
5. Resolved: The cause of the alarm has been resolved.
Changes to alarm states within the alarm display will be stored with the original alarm to evaluate response
times and impact on operations, and to help establish maintenance and upgrade priorities. In the view of
the EPICS user community, the most promising alarm server and viewer appears to be “BEAST,” which
is part of the “Control System Studio.” ESS will evaluate this toolkit to determine whether it is applicable
to ESS’s situation and, if so, to determine how it should be adapted to meet the facility’s particular needs.
Name services
EPICS was originally designed to avoid the need for a name service; all control point discovery is accomplished dynamically via UDP broadcast and response between channel access clients and servers. ICS will
be too large and too complex for this approach to scale well under all anticipated conditions, for example,
during simultaneous start of the system or its temporary outage and subsequent restoration. In addition,
the control system’s network will be segmented in several subnets for maintainability and scalability reasons, a circumstance in which the broadcast-based EPICS Channel Access discovery mechanism will be
unable to function unassisted. ESS will resolve this problem by creating a central name service. This
service will be similar to the Internet’s DNS, but it will look up system control point names in order to
locate the IP information of their IOCs.
The name service will follow documented standards for control point naming (PVs and IOCs); will
provide the ability to assign user-readable aliases for control points; and will provide a documented interface
for translation of a PV or IOC name or alias to a unique control point within the ICS. The record that
is returned from a name lookup may also contain other information about the control point, but will not
duplicate information that normally resides in the PV configuration itself. The channel access gateway
concept may be extended to use data from BLED (as discussed in Section 5.4.3) to provide a mapping
of PV name to its whereabouts in the control system. Several implementations of EPICS-friendly name
services are presently under development. These include two versions of IRMIS (a relational database of
installed IOCs) [17], and other solutions at SNS.

5.3

The control box

The construction of the ESS machine will be geographically and organisationally distributed among many
laboratories. It is important that control system integration is implemented in a controlled way that
enforces a high level of standardisation. For this reason, ESS has adopted a control box methodology
based on the development philosophy established by SNS and further developed at ITER [18]. The control
box is simply a server that controls a collection of equipment, for example a neutron instrument or a part of
a subsystem. To make the complete control system, these servers need to be interfaced to the middleware
so that they can communicate among themselves and with the HMI and ICS core services.
The main advantages of the control box approach are that it allows independent and yet standardised
equipment controls development, and encourages and enforces consistency and integration of equipment
and subsystems across the machine. The control box approach also facilitates new component testing (for
example, of EPICS drivers), allows factory acceptance testing of equipment and subsystems throughout the
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control system, and makes it easy to validate technology decisions. Control boxes provide a platform for
early risk reduction, helping to prevent unexpected surprises at project integration time, and minimising
the waste of time and resources on throw-away hardware and software development.
The control system will be partitioned into separate subsystems that are closed entities and can be
assigned to one supplier, such as an internal team, a collaborating institute or a commercial vendor
(for example, for the vacuum or cryogenic subsystems). The control box metaphor ensures that these
subsystems will be treated as separate entities (for example, they will not share hardware interfaces).
Strict guidelines for their development will be provided, enabling a clear assignment of responsibilities and
making integration much easier, a particularly vital necessity for distributed control systems. To further
ensure that guidelines will be followed, only ICS-certified developers will be entrusted with developing the
software that will run on the control boxes.

5.3.1

Distribution and design

The distribution of the control boxes will be optimised taking into account performance, complexity, and
cost. In the simplest case, when subsystem equipment is located near the control box, the control box will
be directly connected to the equipment with signal cables. Examples might include the ion source and the
proton beam chopper, located at the front end of the linac, and the sample environments of the scientific
instruments. A single control box will be sufficient for many one-of-a-kind subsystems. In a more complex
cases, the equipment may be distributed across a larger area, or may include numerous components. For
example, the numerous superconducting cavities, with their associated klystrons and cryomodules, will
be spread along most of the linac. In this case, it would be impractical to control a complete subsystem
with a single control box. Instead, one control box for each type of equipment will be placed at periodic
intervals along the linac.

Control box architecture
The control box forms a link between the physical world of equipment and the abstract functional domain
of the control system software. An EPICS IOC associated with specific devices with corresponding drivers
and channel access layer will directly correspond to a control box’s hardware and connected equipment.
The device software will convert input signals to meaningful data and will also make it possible for hardware
devices to process software commands. A schematic example of an EPICS-based control box, with software
and hardware components and three different equipment interfaces, is shown in Figure 5.12. Control box
prototypes from 2011 and 2012 are pictured in Figure 5.13.
The hardware in a generic control box will consist of one or more IOC computers, associated buses,
and a crate. The control box may also include one or more I/O modules (analogue-digital converters and
digitisers, digital-analogue converters, serial interfaces, etc.) and timing receivers. The exact hardware
specifications have not yet been identified at the time of writing. The choice of platform and form factors
will be delayed as long as possible, but will be made early enough to allow the development of the timing
system, because the timing receivers must be consistent with the control box hardware specifications. More
information about the control equipment catalogue that will list the supported I/O modules can be found
in Section 5.3.2.
The software in a control box will include an EPICS IOC and either a real-time or a non-real-time
operating system, depending on requirements for IOC processing (for example, IOC real-time control loops
require an IOC real-time operating system). It will also include a driver in the form of a kernel module
that will provide low level access to hardware; EPICS device support, which will implement drivers for
communication with the kernel driver; the EPICS database that will maintain the values of all process
variables under responsibility of the IOC; the EPICS channel access, which will allow the control box’s
process variables to be accessed from other computers in the network, and which will be able to retrieve
process variable values from other IOCs; and software support for ICS core services and BLED. It will also
be possible to deploy the control system logic of a subsystem on one of the control boxes that is a part of
the subsystem. The software aspects of the control box will be configurable by the control configurator
that is a part of BLED, and which is covered in more detail in Section 5.4.2.
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Figure 5.12: A schematic example of control box software and hardware components, showing three
different equipment interfaces: The equipment is connected to PLCs, the equipment is connected directly
to the analogue-to-digital (A/D) module, and the equipment is connected to some kind of intelligent
controller. PLCs and intelligent controllers are not considered to be parts of the control box, while the
A/D module is. The levels of ICS responsibilities are represented by dashed lines.

Equipment interface
The control boxes will employ a variety of types of interfaces to equipment. The three most common
examples are shown in Figure 5.12. The first example, PLC integration, is discussed in more detail in
Section 5.3.4. Another possible interface would make use of an intelligent controller that would close
some of the control loops before integration in the ICS takes over. The equipment may also be connected
directly to the control box on one of the analogue-to-digital (A/D) modules from the control equipment
catalogue described in Section 5.3.2. The type of communication can be either hard real-time or non
real-time communication.
A hard real-time equipment interface is needed whenever the control box response to external events
must be guaranteed within a certain time frame. This can be satisfied either by using a real-time operating
system, or by implementing the functionality in FPGA hardware. When a real-time interface is required,
the real-time information will be distributed between subsystems only by means of the timing system. No
other real-time communication will propagate between different subsystems. This approach will isolate all
aspects of subsystem real-time behaviour. Subsystems can then be developed and fully tested earlier in
the process during factory testing, rather than later during site testing, acceptance, and integration.
A non real-time equipment interface takes limited responsibility for making process variables and parameters of hard real-time control loops available to other subsystems and user interfaces. Some equipment
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will have its own real-time control (for example, PLC systems, temperature regulators, motion controllers,
or low-level RF fast control feedback loops). When this is the case, the control system will only need to
slowly control the parameters of these low-level control loops and monitor their diagnostics (i.e., to monitor
PLC registers, the setting of reference temperatures, manipulation of PID control loop parameters, etc.).
Other equipment will be required to exhibit real-time behaviour, but can be controlled in a feed-forward
manner, as occurs, for example, with the high-level control of the superconducting RF system. In this
case, the control system will distribute information about what actions to take (i.e., waveforms defining
values of set points as a function of time), while the timing system distributes the time and event triggers.
In order to use the centralised configuration system effectively, each piece of equipment will provide a
unique identification which can be read from the controls interface. Equipment identification will not be
based on IDs provided by controls components. The use of IP or MAC addresses of equipment controllers
for equipment identification would not be sufficient, since these addresses may change when the controls
interface component is replaced. The scheme for equipment identification will be provided by the naming
convention described earlier in the chapter. In addition to being able to read equipment identifiers by
remote access via the control system, it will also be possible to read them using an identifier bar code
that will be placed on the casing of the equipment. Equipment will allow complete remote control without
manual setting. Autonomous activity of the equipment which could interfere with controls activities will
be avoided. In those cases in which it is possible to set a piece of equipment to manual control, it will be
possible to read the manual control state with the control system.

5.3.2

Prototyping support and the control equipment catalogue

The selection of the control box hardware platform must take into consideration the availability, reliability,
pricing and available support of the needed components. To facilitate early prototyping and proof of
concept, early control box prototypes are being built using a variety of platforms. The first prototype was
built in 2011, and the second in 2012, based on the cPCI PlusIO hardware platform. Subsequent prototypes
will be released annually. After the platform has been set, yearly prototype releases will continue, each
adding new support for various I/O modules. Table 5.8 lists the planned support for the control box
prototypes for 2012 through 2014. The main purpose of the 2012 release is to provide support for the
timing prototype. In 2013, the control box prototype will add support for the MPS prototype and selected
PLC and motion controller support. The 2014 control box prototype will support additional specific
components to provide control support for prototypes by other stakeholders.
Release
year

Control box platform

Support

2012
2013
2014

cPCI PlusIO
cPCI PlusIO, microTCA
To be determined

Timing prototype
MPS, PLC, Motion controller
Generic AD/DA cards, digitiser,
generic camera, power supply controller

Table 5.8: Evolution of support provided in control box prototypes from 2012 to 2014.

Control equipment catalogue
From the earliest design stages of the project, it is important that a certain level of agreement about
hardware components and platforms is achieved among different ESS stakeholders. For ICS, ESS will
model its approach to tackling the complex equipment discussion and to simplifying the integration of
equipment in the control system on the approach that has been successfully employed at ITER. Such an
approach will cover the following steps:
1. A study of already available components.
2. The identification of unavailable functionality in the supported hardware.
3. The identification of new hardware able to fill the missing roles.
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4. Integration of the component by ICS using the control box and the development environment.
5. Adding the fully supported component to the catalogue, thus making it available to all possible
future users.
6. Provision of support and further development for the listed components.
The number of I/O types will be limited to minimise the burden of driver development and maintenance
burden. One or several standard bus architecture(s) with standardised I/O modules will be selected.

5.3.3

Neutron instrument and sample environment control

The integrated control system will support neutron beam line instruments, sample environment sets, and
detectors. Instrument control systems will be synchronised with the accelerator and data acquisition.
Time-stamped settings (meta data) for the instruments and sample environment will be archived so that
they can be matched with detected neutrons and accelerator settings, and so that they will ultimately
make it possible to replay the experiment.
Close cooperation will continue with instrument designers, developers and associated user communities
during the development phase. Moreover, standardisation will be enforced in the laboratories developing
individual instruments. Several sample environments will be provided by ESS, but users may also need to
be able to plug in their own customised sample environment. ICS will respond to this need, and will be
capable of accommodating dynamic changes of the sample environments. Requirements for ICS-compatible
sample environments will be provided to users. The control box concept plays an important role in this
approach, as illustrated in Figure 5.14. Some of the major issues that need to be addressed by the Neutron
HMI
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Figure 5.14: Integration of a neutron beamline instrument using control box methodology.
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Scattering Systems Project include data acquisition systems, motion control and general automation with
an emphasis on standardisation, maintainability, and compatibility between instruments and instrument
control systems. These issues are discussed further in Section 2.8.
The instruments will need to receive timing signals from the master oscillator and timing events for
the spallation pulses so that detected neutron events can be unambiguously associated with the generating
spallation pulse. The timing receivers in the control boxes used to integrate the instruments with ICS will
provide this functionality. Acquired experimental data will be transmitted to the data management system
and all monitored process variables will be archived using the ICS archiving system. The configuration of
the machine at the time of the experiment will be stored in BLED. The systems will use the same timing
services for time-stamping, thus making it possible to connect all stored information, whatever its source.

5.3.4

Infrastructure control and programmable logic controllers

Infrastructure such as HVAC and facility monitoring may be controlled by industry-supplied control systems based on programmable logic controllers (PLCs). These PLCs will only be used for controlling slow
devices’ I/O signals. This approach minimises the risks of faulty code, operating system errors or other
malfunctions for the interlocks mechanisms, at the same time as it provides a reasonable degree of independence from the main control system. The advantage of a separate slow control system is that it can
run when the main control system is down. Nonetheless, monitoring and control of the industrial control
system equipment will also be available through ICS. The connection between the industrial control system and ICS will be implemented with PLC control boxes. The PLCs will be monitored and controlled
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Figure 5.15: Signal exchange between the industrial control system and ICS, via PLC control boxes.
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as devices available to to ICS as shown in Figure 5.15. For the most part, PLCs will be used to integrate
the cryogenic, facility monitoring, vacuum and HVAC systems into ICS.

5.4

Beam line element databases (BLED)

The machine data needed for development, commissioning, operation and maintenance of ICS will be
centrally managed. This system for central management of data has been named BLED. The name
BLED was originally derived from Beam Line Element Databases, but the scope of BLED has expanded
to include non-beamline elements. With this approach, it will only be necessary to enter data once,
which will save time and reduce the chance of errors. BLED will be tightly connected with the software
development environment and will present a natural gateway for the introduction of new configurations of
the control system. The aim of BLED is thus not just to centrally manage data and ensure their consistency
(the benefits of which will be most apparent during integration, commissioning and decommissioning),
but also to simplify development and reduce the time and effort required for the code-test-debug cycle.
Implementation of BLED will be based on existing solutions, in particular the IRMIS system [17] for
maintaining inventory information and the ITER Self Description Database (SDD) toolkit for forwardand reverse-engineering of EPICS databases from/to the BLED’s relational database management system
model.

5.4.1

Design and architecture

Its databases are the central part of the BLED system. They will be deployed on a server connected
to the control network, which will not be accessible to the outside world. External clients will use a
web and command line interface provided by the external BLED web application server, which will be
able to access BLED databases via a gateway, as shown in Figure 5.16. This setup will make access to
BLED possible for developers, remote users and neutron scientists from satellite control areas that would
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Figure 5.16: Network view of the BLED architecture. An external BLED web application server will
provide access to BLED from outside the controls network.
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normally be prevented from accessing the control network. The extent of the access has not been defined
yet, but will be configurable to some extent. ESS central directory services will be used for user access
authentication. Control network clients will also have access to the same functionality using an internal
BLED web application server.
Several different tools will be used for interacting with the databases. The tools can be divided into two
broad categories: User tools that are purely user oriented (e.g. the naming convention tool), and service
tools that will run as services, which require little user interaction (e.g. CS Configurator). User tools
must be able to run on a number of different platforms. In addition, some tools should be easily accessible
during commissioning. These tools will have the form of web applications, compatible with web browsers
endorsed by ESS. The user interface allowing the control system user to perform desired tasks will be
accessible by opening a URL specific to each tool. On the other hand, service tools will not need require
a web-based user interface, as access will be mainly administrative in nature. They will be command-line
based, and will run on the Scientific Linux operating system that has been selected for controls. BLED will
use service-oriented architecture [19]. Figure 5.17 displays the logical architecture of BLED. Command
line tools, web browsers and possible BLED client applications will access the databases through BLED
services.
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Figure 5.17: BLED’s service-oriented architecture.
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Functionality

Security
BLED will access the data relevant to each individual user’s credentials from the central directory service
of the facility. A user will have to identify himself at each attempt to access BLED if there is no running
session already in process. Section 5.6 discusses how only control system users will be granted access. Once
logged in, a session will be established which will remain active for a predefined period of time or until the
control system user logs out. If the session times out, the user will have to log in again. Different users
will have different access rights, providing for full, limited, or no functionality for any given tool. Access
to databases will be restricted.
Versioning
Versioning is an important feature of BLED. History will be maintained in the versioning system for the
configuration of ICS stored in BLED databases. The history will have two important roles. It will make
it possible to revert the configuration of the machine to the previous version when the new configuration
produces unwanted results. It also will sometimes provide useful context for the interpretation of old data,
as results may be easier to explain if the configuration of the system at the time is known.
BLED will provide three special configurations (aliases) at any given moment: Previous, production,
and integration testing. The last valid and approved configuration will be named “production.” The
configuration that was valid before the current one will be named “previous”. When the team is testing
new or changed parameters, the configuration will be named “integration testing”. Once the testing
has been completed, the “integration testing” configuration will become “production,” and the extant
“production” configuration will become “previous.” The system will allow the team to set the currently
active configuration for each device in the system. This way it will be possible to test different configuration
changes at the same time, and there will be no need to simultaneously switch the configuration on all
equipment, an operation that would probably not be instantaneous. BLED will use tools that were
specifically developed with versioning in mind (e.g. Mercurial) and will not implement the actual history
in the database. Instead, BLED itself will provide only the means to track and control different versions
stored in the versioning system.
Control system configurator
Control system configurator (CS configurator) is a series of tools and services used to store the data
in the BLED databases and also to generate and deploy the configuration to the proper parts of the
distributed control system. Control boxes, stations and service servers are computer nodes that are the
natural focal points of the control system for middleware deployment. Each computer node will have a
unique name, network information and a list of the package management system (RPM) packages that
need to be installed for it to perform its system role. The RPM packages will be deployed automatically at
the time of installation from the deployment RPM repository and will include the following logical units:
Operating system, drivers, applications, EPICS database and device support. Updates to these logical
units will take place through the deployment RPM repository. Figure 5.18 shows how code development
and control system design and configuration will be deployed to ICS computer nodes.
All the installed units will be configured based on information stored in BLED. A system management
server which is a part of the CS configurator service will listen on a dedicated port for deployment of a
new runtime configuration and will pull it when it becomes available, or this new configuration may be
pushed to a specific computer node by request. Depending on system role, the configuration will belong
to one of three categories:
1. IOC configuration: The configuration includes a list of required EPICS modules, sequence of EPICS
IOC shell initialisation commands, and EPICS sequencer binaries. This entire configuration is deployed in some local directory for off-line use (/var/opt/codac). After the configuration has been
deployed, the IOC is requested to reload the EPICS application with this configuration.
2. CS services configuration: This configuration is generated and imported into services, such as alarm
and archiver. All ICS service hosts are then requested via the CS configurator service to restart the
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corresponding services. An alternative currently under investigation would be to host the alarm and
archive configuration databases in BLED.
3. HMI screens: BLED deploys HMI screens from the deployment RPM repository and notifies all CS
users to update their local caches. This notification is accomplished through the CS configurator
service and, upon control system user confirmation, the user interface is refreshed. Alternative HMI
deployment schemes are currently under investigation, such as storing HMI screens on a network file
share or having the control system query BLED for new screens.
During operation, it will be possible to stop the CS configurator service and to completely disconnect
BLED from the network. The entire configuration will be stored locally on each computer node. The CS
configurator system management server will generate reports of the configuration of any particular part of
the system as well as of all computer nodes for which the software or configuration is out of date. Users
will be able to use this information to update the nodes requiring a more recent version of the software or
configuration to operate properly. Development stations in particular will be similar to a control box in
many respects. For example, they will share the same kernel and drivers. Therefore, it makes sense for
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Figure 5.18: Control system configurator for control system computer nodes.
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them to be configured from the same RPM repository as the control box. The CS configurator will also
provide tools for the integration of new devices. It will generate the basic layout of the EPICS application
and databases for the start of development and later incorporate the finished work in the BLED databases.
Examples of CS configurator use cases are presented in Section 5.4.4.
Inventory
In a system as large as ESS, it is important to keep track not only of device configurations, but also of their
physical locations, since searching for a piece of equipment might make maintenance tasks unnecessarily
long and expensive. Because BLED databases will contain information about all physical components of
the machine, they provide a natural way to catalogue and locate the physical pieces in the facility. Another
use case is to determine all the pieces of equipment that are affected by the failure of any particular piece
of equipment. For example, if a power supply is down, information in BLED will make it possible to
locate all the equipment connected to that particular power supply. It also will be possible to provide this
information to external systems for inventory purposes.
Equipment installation
Tracking of the status and progress of installation is a valuable input to day-to-day planning. It will be
possible to store information in BLED about which equipment has already been installed, which equipment
has been delivered but not yet installed yet. Even installed equipment may not be completely aligned with
the design. For example, the characteristics of a particular device could differ from the ideal design case
because the magnetic field is different or because the device is slightly displaced or rotated. In such cases,
measurements will be performed on devices and corrections applied to system in a process of calibration.
BLED will store the calibration data and so that it can be taken into account when needed, for example,
for simulation of the system. BLED will also be able to provide rack-by-rack installation plans which will
include information about which equipment belongs in which rack, the appropriate lengths and types of
cables, and directions to connect equipment.
Naming tool
To support the naming process, a naming tool will be developed. Use-cases are being studied to collect
the requirements for a number of capabilities and services, including filtering and sorting capabilities, as
well as automated name generation for systems with a large number of devices. The tool will also enforce
the syntax and ensure that ESS Naming Convention [4] rules are fulfilled.
Lattice tool
The accelerator lattice lists most of the devices in the linac and is typically constructed using specialised
design tools. Modification of the lattice must be accompanied by a recalculation of the physical parameters
of the beam and therefore cannot be done without proper simulation tools. By importing the lattice into
BLED, the linac devices will be automatically registered. Another benefit of importing the lattice into
BLED is that it can then be exported easily in various file formats supported by different accelerator design
tools. Typically, lattice design workflow will take place in the following steps:
1. Create lattice using a design tool (e.g. TraceWin).
2. Import the lattice for a selected part of the accelerator into the BLED database.
3. Examine the lattice (optional).
4. Export the lattice in any of the supported formats.
5. Modify the lattice.
6. Import the new lattice into the database.
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Parameter tool
BLED will also hold information about the parameters of the facility. A given parameter may have
more than one value. For example, one parameter may be beam energy. In this case, several approved
parameter values exist, one for every section of the beamline. Control system users need to be able to view
all the parameters currently applied in the machine in order to reference them or to use them in further
calculation, design and development. Parameter management workflow will follow the pattern below:
1. A new parameter and value are added to a parameter list.
2. The status of the parameter value is “draft.”
3. The technical board assesses the new parameter and either rejects it or accepts it (the status is now
“rejected” or “active”).
4. An existing parameter value is modified. The old parameter is still active and the change is shown
as a draft parameter.
5. The technical board assesses the change and either rejects it or accepts it.
6. If the board accepts the change, the status of the previous version of the value is deprecated and the
new value becomes active.
7. The previous value represents one link in the history chain.

5.4.3

Configuration databases

BLED configuration databases are divided into five loosely coupled parts. First is the control configuration
part that holds the data that is needed to configure control system software modules. Each module is
configured through a set of parameters (field values) that define the module’s behaviour, influence the
default values of PVs, provide configuration for alarms and archiving, etc. In addition, the IOC in which
each module is instantiated is included. Second is the systems part that contains information about all
the systems defined during the design of the machine. For the accelerator, the system includes all devices
in the lattice and the relevant data are imported with the lattice tool. All the additional supporting
devices as well as devices from other domains will also be identified and entered. For devices that have
been instantiated, the signals for each device will be specified. Third is the equipment part that includes
information about the real hardware that represents the designed system. Fourth is the cabling part that
contains information about the cabling that supports the equipment part by providing interconnections
between different pieces of equipment. Fifth, and finally, is the location part that stores details about the
physical layout of the facility, that is, about the location of buildings and rooms, the types of racks and
servers installed in each of them, the location of all the equipment, etc.
Figure 5.19 shows the interfaces and main building blocks of the five parts. The control configuration
part represents the configuration model, the systems part represents the system engineering model and the
remaining three parts constitute the physical model of the machine. The sections below briefly describe
each individual part in slightly more detail; however, only the most important building blocks are presented.
Control configuration
Control configuration will contain information about all the software modules that are part of ICS. The
module instances will be connected to the elements stored in the systems part of BLED. Since a device is
an extension of the element object, the module instance will also be connected to a device. In this manner,
each device will be associated with modules that are needed for the configuration of the device in ICS.
The configuration in module instances will be defined using fields, where the field values will represent the
actual values of the configuration. The field values in the BLED database will be used to automatically
generate the EPICS IOC start-up scripts (the st.cmd files). This top-down approach will give developers
the ability to check and track the consistency of the EPICS configuration database files, and to generate an
initial set of EPICS files for all devices. The translator will generate basic EPICS database configuration
files out of device definitions. The developer will then be able to work on EPICS files using tried and proven
EPICS development tools like VisualDCT and text editors of his or her choice. For further streamlining of
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Figure 5.19: An overview of BLED data used for integrated control system configuration.
EPICS development, a special Eclipse RCP editor will be developed. It will provide syntax highlighting,
keyword and definition completion tailored specifically for ESS EPICS development. The created/modified
EPICS database configuration files will be stored in the version control system and will be pulled back into
the BLED database using the SDD-parser tool, which will automatically check consistency and resolve
changes that were introduced in the EPICS database.
Systems
The machine will be composed of a number of systems, each of which will itself be composed of a set of
interacting elements, and each of which can be implemented to fulfil its specified requirements [20]. A
system from one perspective can be viewed as an element from another. Elements define the hierarchical
structure of the machine. Each element will be named according to the ESS naming convention, which
is described in Section 5.1.6. All elements will be organised in a hierarchical way, which means that each
element will have only one parent, although more than one element may have the same parent. A parent
may be either another element or a super-system. In addition, each element may also have a predecessor
or previous element, which will define the instance which is located directly in front of this entity within
the same parent. Elements will also be used to represent virtual systems; such elements are called virtual
elements.
A device is an extension of an element object and will not have any children. Instead, the device will
have a number of defined signal instances, each of which will be connected to the port instance in the
equipment part of BLED. This will make it possible to generate a list of all the components that make up
the equipment associated with a particular device. For equipment to be represented in ICS it will have to
have at least one signal. A device representation of a node will provide a unique name for the associated
computer node, based on the device location in the system hierarchy. Similarly, it will be possible to
generate the EPICS PV names combining the device location in the hierarchy with a signal name. Signals
will be either physical or virtual.
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Equipment
All the equipment that makes up the ESS machine will be listed in the equipment part of BLED. Equipment
will consist of different components connected with cables defined in the cabling part of BLED. The
connections will be made via ports or, more precisely, via port instances. A device representation of a
node will provide the link to the physical components that make up the node. Many components will
need an indication of the drivers required to operate them. For boards, this will usually be the OS driver.
For other pieces of equipment, this may be the firmware version of the driver that is loaded onto the
device. This information will be stored in the component definition. During testing and upgrading, it will
be possible to override this in a given component instance, allowing for selective upgrade of a particular
component’s software. Generating a list of all devices and components associated with those devices that
are connected to a particular node will define a list of RPM packages with appropriate drivers and the
necessary configuration for their installation on the node.
In the case of computer nodes, the component instances will be associated with the module instances,
representing an alternate route for listing all modules needed for the configuration of a particular node.
It is not obligatory that each component defined in a component instance have a port instance associated
with it. Certain components will not be installed in the control system and thus will not be connected to
any other component, for example, replacement components in storage.
Cabling
The cabling part of BLED defines a lists of cables that are associated with port instances in the equipment
part. It stores the information about how different components are connected. Each port instance will
have only one cable instance associated with it, however a cable instance may be referred to by as many
port instances as desired. This approach will support one-to-one, one-to-many (e.g. Y-type), and manyto-many cable connections. The cable type will define the basic properties of the cable, while the cable
instance will add information about variables such as the cable length of a particular instance.
Location
The location part of BLED defines the physical or geographical location of equipment. It provides the list
of all available rooms and buildings. Within the rooms, all casings (e.g. racks or power-supply units) will
be identified. Each equipment casing will contain one or more of the components listed in the equipment
part of BLED.
Database tools
ESS’s web application server access is intended for regular users who mainly need to inspect or enter data
in standardised ways. In this case, BLED will assure the integrity of the process, providing validation of
entered data, error checking, and similar services. Less standardised actions, such as database maintenance
or repair of broken data, also will need to be done occasionally. While a web tool would be useful
for such purposes, it is likely to prove too costly to develop. Instead, regular client applications will be
developed, which, at least in the ideal case, only developers and system engineers will have to use. Database
management tools also will be used to provide general access and tools to manage the BLED databases.

5.4.4

Use cases

During integration, developers will have to write device support code for each device, which in practice
means providing access to all device signals. The following workflow pattern is anticipated:
1. The device element is defined and its signal instances are entered. Then the device is instantiated
by assigning module instances to it.
2. A component instance is chosen to which the device is attached. This may be a control box that a
developer is using for testing.
3. The control box component instance is associated with equipment casing, and the appropriate equipment is defined by specifying additional components and ports. Cabling information is used to
connect components.
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4. The device signals are associated with the proper ports.
5. The EPICS IOC signal database template is automatically generated for the selected device. PV
default names are generated in accordance with the naming convention, although the developer can
choose to override this function.
6. The developer implements the EPICS IOC logic database and writes the device support code.
7. The code is stored in the RPM repository. If the code uses macros referring to PV names instead of
naming PVs explicitly, the logic database is checked to ensure that the referred names conform to
the naming convention. All the names are added to BLED.
8. The developer may use annotations in the EPICS database file to configure alarm and archiving
services.
In addition to providing control system configuration management, BLED data can also serve as the basis
for a road map for installation during commissioning. After equipment has been ordered and has arrived
on site, data stored in BLED will make it possible to track the status of the devices and to define the
installation plan for the installation technician. For example, for a given device, the installation technician
will access a mobile application on a tablet PC or mobile phone. For each component and each port, the
application will specify the ID of the cable connector to which the device connects. When the installation
is complete, the technician will check a check-box, using the mobile application. Once the endpoints of all
components have been connected, the technician will be able to launch automated interconnection tests,
again from the mobile application, allowing him or her to troubleshoot any cabling problems without
leaving the site.
Once the equipment has been installed and connected to a control box, and the relevant device has
been defined in BLED, device software deployment will be carried out automatically. First, the equipment
and control box will be turned on. The system management server will use the ID of the control box to
configure it. Then the OS will be updated or installed, and the drivers for digital cards installed in the
control box will be deployed. Finally, the EPICS IOC application will be installed from the repository and
started.
Information in BLED databases will also be used when packaging the EPICS IOC application for a
particular control box. First, a single st.cmd will be generated by BLED for all the devices associated with
the control box. Then a signal database template file will be created for all devices connected to the control
box. The most recent device support and logic databases for all devices will be loaded from the repository
and included, unless specified differently in the component instance data in the BLED database. The
IOC application will be compiled and packaged, and the package will be put in the repository ready for
deployment. During debugging and testing it will be possible to make a “hot” change of the configuration
of the IOC databases. For example a change in the EPICS logic database would be implemented using
the following steps:
1. The proper device is located in the configuration tool.
2. A copy of the EPICS logic database file is opened from the repository or generated from BLED
(the tool could have text editing capabilities or even be an integrated version of a visual database
configuration tool).
3. The changes are made and set for deployment or re-imported into BLED.
4. The EPICS IOC on the destination control box is stopped and the database file is deployed directly
to the control box.
5. The EPICS IOC is restarted.

5.4.5

Online and offline proton beam modelling and simulation

The initial control setpoints for the accelerator will be generated by the offline accelerator design models
used by the Accelerator Physics and Engineering Groups. These models are comprehensive, complex, and
slow, and will not agree perfectly with observed accelerator performance. The control setpoints are also
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far too numerous and low-level for an operator or accelerator physicist to be able to tune efficiently. A
real-time, reasonably accurate machine model is therefore necessary to assist operations with accelerator
tuning, and to provide modelled optics data to feedback loops and control applications. An online model
will be used for this real-time physics modelling of the ESS proton beam. Operators and accelerator
physicists will use this model to tune the accelerator. The model itself will be continuously improved to
more realistically predict observed accelerator behaviour and measurements. The online model will permit
parameter changes to be tested before application to the real accelerator. High level applications will also
use the online model to support automatic routine tasks, such as loading the parameters from the running
machine and finding optimal magnet and RF settings for a specific goal.
The model will assist operations with accelerator control by providing a “physics view” of groups of
accelerator control points. Some outputs will be viewed by physicists and operators to evaluate ESS
conditions, and some outputs will be used by control system servers and software to calculate corrections
and expected response of control loops. It should be emphasised that the online model is not meant
to provide the capability to simulate the entire machine, but only those capabilities that are needed in
reasonable real-time by controls or in the main control room.
Accelerator tuning will be performed iteratively over several steps:
1. The offline design model (or later the online model) is used to compute initial values for low-level
device setpoints.
2. Initial values for setpoints are corrected by tuning the accelerator based on beam measurements,
with assistance from the online model.
3. Differences in tuning are investigated and results are used to improve both online and offline models.
This process is designed to produce ever-closer agreement between the models and accelerator behaviour,
which will help reduce tuning time. It is not the responsibility of ICS to provide the algorithms for the lowlevel device computations. However, ICS will ensure that algorithms are invoked at the proper times, and
that their results are delivered to the appropriate applications, services, control points, and/or databases.
Offline simulations will still be necessary to understand detailed beam dynamics and any instabilities
that may be generated by errors in linac component production, assembly errors, or other random errors.
Offline simulation codes will be flexible enough to include unexpected phenomena arising during the beam
commissioning phase. The codes will also provide single and multi-particle capabilities to simulate a
reasonably wide range of operations situations. The data required to construct the simulations (e.g.,
systematic errors associated with component fabrication and alignment errors during installation) will be
maintained in a database.
Composition of the online model
A schematic of the relationship between the online model and some other portions of the ICS is shown in
Figure 5.20. EPICS provides channel access low-level control points throughout the control system, and
all access to ESS hardware will be through EPICS. However, EPICS is very low-level and fine-grained, and
does not provide an abstraction layer whereby applications and operators can interact with the accelerator
using abstract, physics-level structures such as orbits or other correlated groups of instruments. The online
model will adopt the SNS approach, using the XAL development environment [21] as a physics abstraction
layer to provide access to these structures in a controls context. The ESS online model will be composed
of several elements, including an interface with BLED databases, an interface with XAL, a multi-particle
simulator, and a beam envelope simulator. Each of these elements is described in more detail below.
BLED
The online model will have a number of inputs, including the beamline physical layout; calibration information; magnet and RF instantiation information; and installation, aperture, survey data, and magnet
and RF settings from the live control system or archiver. It will produce a number of outputs, including
expected beam envelopes, betatron functions, and phases at all beamline elements. The lattice tool will
save accelerator lattices and configurations in formats suitable for various simulation codes, so the online
model will only need to save control system strengths and settings to a BLED database to support realistic
offline modelling. There may be several online models active at any time, each representing a different
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Figure 5.20: Online model dataflow schematic showing interfaces to BLED and XAL. There is no direct
interface to EPICS input-output controllers or process variables.
state of the ESS accelerator. One model, the “live” model, will have a special status. This model will
represent the best model of the accelerator according to current real-time setpoints, read-backs, and design
beamline information, and this is the model that will be used by active controls processes such as orbit
correction and feedback systems.
XAL
The implementation of the online model will probably be based on the software HMI framework XAL,
which is written in Java and was first developed at SNS [22]. XAL provides a hierarchical physics view of
the accelerator and hides most of the underlying control system details. The hierarchy is configured in an
XML database, facilitating application sharing across different beamlines, and shielding the programmer
from detailed knowledge of signal names. The online model can be consulted for design values, for live
machine values, or for user-selected tuning values. It is fundamentally important that the online model,
especially the output of the envelope simulator, be fully integrated with XAL. All model properties such
as element beta functions and phases, RF cavity gradients and phases, beamline element s-locations and
apertures, and tracked particle distributions will be accessible within the ESS XAL framework and to ESS
XAL applications.
Multi-particle simulator
The multi-particle simulator will be the section of the ESS online model that calculates transport properties
and dynamics of individual protons and groups of protons through the accelerator. It will implement the
physics of all linear and non-linear elements of the accelerator using well-documented approximations for
maximum performance. It will provide interfaces to select relevant physics through the online model,
making it possible to produce results reasonably quickly in a control room context for various studies and
enquiries. For example, the live online model will not use beam-gas scattering calculations, although these
may be used (at corresponding computational expense) in calculations in another online model dedicated
to studying these effects.
The multi-particle simulator will be benchmarked with other offline simulation computations and measurements as much as possible. Indeed, initial beam commissioning activities will often consist of comparing
beam measurements to those predicted by the multi-particle simulator portion of the live online model
and resolving discrepancies between the two. The multi-particle simulator will be written in a reasonably
low-level language (C or its equivalent) to maximise calculation speed, optimisation, and performance.
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The multi-particle simulator internals will be well-documented and extensible to include new physics as
observed in the live accelerator. Since it is probably impossible to anticipate all modelling needs ahead of
time, some aspects of the accelerator are likely to be included in the online model only after their mechanisms are better understood. This was the experience with emittance growth due to beam-gas scattering
at SNS, for example.
Beam envelope simulator
The beam envelope simulator will be the section of the online model that calculates transport properties
and dynamics of phase space contours through the accelerator, particularly of the ellipses that represent
the extent of a certain portion of the proton beam (e.g. 3 σ contours). It will initially implement linear
approximations for all physics of dipoles, quadrupoles, RF cavities, space charge, and other elements of the
accelerator, although nonlinear calculations may be added to it in the future if they are determined to be
important for observed ESS transport behaviour. The beam envelope simulator will be able to reproduce
the expected linear behaviour of the beam through all accelerator elements within a few seconds. The beam
envelope simulator will also be benchmarked with other offline simulation computations and measurements
as much as possible, particularly with regard to observed beam sizes and aspect ratios at beam imaging
instrumentation. The beam envelope simulator will be written in Java to integrate as much as possible
with XAL, which is also written in Java. ESS will evaluate the capabilities and performance of the existing
XAL beam envelope simulator to determine if it addresses ESS needs as-is, if it requires modest additional
code contributions to satisfy ESS needs, or if it should be rewritten completely.
Control room interface to the online model
The user will be able to set the properties of the simulator (initial conditions, strength of the magnets,
etc.) through the same interface that he or she uses to control the real accelerator wherever feasible,
although it is understood that not all properties will have operational analogues; for instance, one cannot
set the initial particle phase space distribution in the operational accelerator. This will reduce the burden
of training, by making it possible for the user to understand how to use the model once he or she has been
trained to use the XAL interface. The online model and live accelerator controls will present visualisations
of the results of common computations in the same way, with a clear, persistent visual indication (perhaps
a different background colour) to distinguish displays concerning the live accelerator from those pertaining
to the online model. The XAL front-end will be capable of displaying comparisons between various online
models, including comparisons to the live accelerator. The online model will be capable of using all the
physics algorithms implemented in XAL concerning beam dynamics. For example, XAL contains code to
optimise the trajectory of the beam (trajectory steering); the online model will be able to access this code
to steer the orbit in the simulator and provide a result of the computation. The online model also will be
accessible as an independent tool to perform beam dynamics studies.
Model-driven machine operations
The ESS accelerator is designed to have very high availability, with a baseline machine reliability of
95%. Achieving this reliability requires that machine tuning be as time-efficient as possible. Historically,
operators and physicists have performed iterations to a new group of machine settings on the accelerator
by hand-tuning a small set of machine parameters, even for an initial iteration. However, a philosophy
of model-driven accelerator operations probably will be necessary to achieve a machine reliability of 95%.
In model-driven machine operations, the first iteration of tuning to a new configuration of the machine is
always preceded by iterative optimisation using the model. Operators who need new machine settings to
enact some change, such as retuning after an RF cavity trip or changing delivered beam properties, use
the new settings that the model recommends based on these optimisations.
There are two overall goals for model-driven machine operations. The first is to reduce the length of
time required both to recover from failures and to set up new configurations. The second is to pursue the
continuous development and improvement of the accelerator model of the accelerator so that it becomes
continually more realistic, while still providing nearly real-time response for tuning applications and failure
recovery. If the model is realistic enough and there are enough tuning redundancies, the ESS failure recovery
process may ultimately be automated to minimise downtime and support the 95% facility reliability goal.
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Development of an accurate model is an ongoing process, since accelerator facilities like ESS are in a
constant state of development and modification. The configurator database will support realistic model
development because all significant hardware changes will be recorded and available for use by the model.
Improvements in machine/model agreement will come from both sides; hardware repairs will move machine
performance towards the model, while inclusion of known errors, such as systematic misalignments or
measured BPM electronics offsets, will make the model more closely match the machine.
All feedback loops that go through the beam (e.g. orbit feedback) will have loop coefficients. These
coefficients will be routinely monitored and compared to those predicted by the model. A routine set
of accelerator studies will characterise the accelerator optics for a given set of magnet currents and RF
settings. These studies will then be analysed to provide data to improve the model and locate repairable
anomalies in hardware performance. Ideally, machine commissioning will provide a great deal of data
to understand and improve the model. However, this will only be practicable after instrumentation has
been commissioned and determined to be both reliable and precise enough for direct model comparisons.
These studies will be performed on a regular and ongoing basis, to track long-term drift and machine
reproducibility, and to measure anomalous behaviour before it impacts accelerator uptime.
Existing accelerator modelling codes
There are a wide variety of accelerator modelling codes available, though no single code presently exists
that will serve all ESS source, RFQ, superconducting linac, and operational needs during the design,
construction, commissioning, and operation phases of the accelerator. As is described in more detail in
Chapter 4, ESS beam physics design has been performed using codes from CEA, including Toutatis for
the RFQ, GenLinWin for the superconducting linac, and TraceWin for general particle tracking. Though
these codes are suitable for machine design, they are monolithic, proprietary, and comparatively complex
and slow. They are thus not suitable for direct use in control system online models. Many of the model
algorithms in OpenXAL share a family lineage with TraceWin through their common Trace 3D ancestry,
making it quite compatible with ESS beam physics design work. ESS personnel will compare existing
OpenXAL code capabilities with TraceWin design results, and will engage in the OpenXAL model development collaboration with a view to addressing conflicts and confirming the suitability of OpenXAL for
coding the online model.
Since ESS is SRF-dominated, the RF cavity “multi-gap” is the most important electromagnetic structure in design modelling. This element takes account of particle energy gain between gaps, correcting the
dynamics according to the transit time factor in the gap, as in the classic work of Lapostolle and Weiss [23].
Space charge is particularly important in ESS due to the 50 mA design beam current. Space charge is
implemented in TraceWin as in Trace3D. The impulse is applied in the beam frame, so before each impulse
the beam dynamics coordinates are transformed from the laboratory frame to the beam frame. The kick
of a 3D ellipsoidal distribution of particles is then applied, and the frame is restored to the laboratory
frame. This procedure can be extended to the cases of coupled or tilted beam to modify the transformation
matrix used for the change in the reference.
Space charge is modelled in XAL with a generalisation of the Trace3D model, using homogeneous
phase space coordinates. XAL was also adapted for the commissioning of the J-PARC accelerator, making
available modified code in which the RF gap model is improved for a bunched beam with large phase
spread, as is found in the J-PARC transport line [24], and thus implementing a more reliable function for
emittance growth. However, XAL has not been tested in a regime resembling ESS’s large-current collective
effects. Efforts will be made to baseline this model in OpenXAL in conjunction with SNS.

5.5

Software development environment

The development environment is a system composed of services that ensure a simple and consistent software
design and development workflow while enforcing a modular approach through the use of artifacts. The
unified concept of an artifact encompasses all the, documentation, test plans, images, data files and
executable files, that are associated with a given element of a software project [25]. In the ESS development
environment, all artifacts will have a predefined directory structure and configuration files which specify
the procedure to build the artifact and list all required dependencies. The development environment will
consist of several services, providing the rather comprehensive set of functions listed in Table 5.9, which
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Service

Functionality

Module design
RPM
Mercurial
Eclipse
Maven
Artifactory
Jenkins
jUnit
Bugzilla

Module skeleton generation
Artifact packaging and distribution
Versioning control
Artifact development and testing
Artifact build system
Maven artifact storage and distribution
Continuous integration and software packaging
Unit testing
Bug tracking

Table 5.9: Development environment service functions.
range from module skeleton generation to version control and bug tracking.
In order for the development environment services to run and interact smoothly, a standard approach
must be enforced across developers. ESS will use the Jenkins open source continuous integration tool,
which is written in Java [26]. Creating repositories according to set standards will enable the Jenkins
server [26] to automatically work without any additional configuration. If any discrepancies arise in the
repositories they must be fixed. Packaging also requires a great deal of effort since customised package
scripts have to be created for each unit. The standard procedures and services will be described on wiki
pages which will offer developers a reliable and publicly accessible source of information. To minimise the
possibility of developers not following the standards set by ICS, only ICS-certified developers will have
access to all the services of the Development Environment.
Software component organisation
Software organisation will be structured into two layers: Artifacts and RPM packages. Both layers will
be designed with a modular development approach in mind. While artifacts will be used for source code
structuring, RPM packages will be used for installation and binary packaging purposes. Artifacts will have
a predefined directory structure that will determine the way source files are organised. This will allow the
Maven project development tool [27] to build artifacts without specific build instructions. RPM packages,
on the other hand, will have to be individually prepared for packaging. A specification file will have to be
generated to define the files included in the package and the proper installation procedure.
Services
Configuration parameters and values will be stored in a BLED database. Each developer will be able to
generate artifact base files from the configuration data of the unit. As is usual practice, artifacts will be
added into a private artifact repository. This repository will be administered with the Artifactory repository
manager [28], which offers fine-grained permission control that is delegated using a platform-independent
web user interface. Version control for each artifact will be accomplished using the Mercurial versioning
control system [29], which is built with complex modular system development in mind. Developers will be
able to locally commit code multiple times before pushing and merging a stable version of their repository
with a public one. The integration of development environment services into the control system is depicted
in Figure 5.21.
The continuous integration server will build code only from stable branches of public repositories.
It will automatically package the build code into RPM packages which will then be stored in an RPM
repository. One repository will be created to hold the nightly built packages, while another repository will
be created for the sole purpose of making deployment packages available. The developer will decide when a
module is stable enough, and has undergone sufficient testing to be updated in the integration repository,
but a release manager will decide when an updated integration package has been tested sufficiently for
deployment in the control system. Deployment will be executed using BLED, which will move the package
into the suitable repository, thus forcing the relevant units to update.
For each artifact, unit tests will be created using the JUnit framework [30]. The framework will then be
used for automatic testing of all the built software, facilitating early detection of bugs. The bug tracking
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Figure 5.21: Development environment services and their integration into the control system.

system Bugzilla [31] will be used to deal with any bugs that slip by the automatic unit testing regime.
With a simple web interface and email notification capabilities, Bugzilla will allow everybody using the
control system to report any bugs they find and to receive notifications about bugs identified by other
users.

Software development cycle
The software development cycle will join the functionalities of the complete spectrum of development
environment services to form a simple yet efficient system. During the design phase, all the system
requirements will be gathered, and a project skeleton will be generated, making possible a quick start on
the development phase. Development will be an iterative process during which changes will be committed
to Mercurial, built with Maven, and then tested. Figure 5.22 provides a schematic overview of this cycle.
At the end of each development cycle, after the code has been tested and debugged in order to produce
a stable version, the code will be merged in the integration Mercurial branch. This will allow developers
to control the distribution of code during deployment and thus reduce the risk of hardware and software
malfunctions. Consequently, this will also reduce the work load of testers and of the developers themselves.
When a set of newly implemented software needs to be tested, a chosen integration package will be moved
into the deployment repository using a BLED tool, which will force the tested unit to upgrade. Tests may
be carried out using dedicated test hardware, or may make use of production hardware. All bugs, quirks,
and enhancements will be tracked in Bugzilla, providing the people involved with a concise overview of all
remaining tasks for each unit.
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Figure 5.22: The use of development environment services in the software development cycle. The first
phase of the cycle is design. During this phase, the control system is broken down into functional units
which are defined in detail. When the design is finished, artifact files are generated using BLED and the
development phase can begin. During development, code is regularly committed and tested. Bugs are
tracked in the tracking system. Once the code is stable, it is packaged and made ready for deployment.

5.6

The human machine interface and the user experience

A control system user is defined to be any person interacting with ICS. User needs will vary depending
on their level and area of expertise. Control system users connected with the accelerator and target will
be highly-trained ESS staff who are likely to be very familiar with the technical details and development
of these systems and associated software. In contrast, the typical neutron instrument user is likely to be
a visiting scientist who may be at ESS for as little as one day per year. As a general rule, such scientific
visitors will not have participated in the development of the instruments and associated software. They
will come from diverse scientific disciplines, ranging from palaeontology to biology, and will also include
researchers from the social sciences and the humanities on occasion. ESS’s goal is to make it possible
for users with little or no neutron scattering experience to operate an instrument, at the same time as it
affords more proficient users the opportunity to fully exploit instrument capabilities.
There are significant differences between user interface requirements for the accelerator and target,
and requirements for the neutron instruments. The user interface for the accelerator and target will be
relatively complete and mature by the time operations begin. On the other hand, the interface for neutron
instruments and associated control software will continue to evolve significantly as new instruments are
added. Even after all 22 instruments have been installed, the interface will have to respond to ongoing
changes and improvements to meet new needs.
ESS is committed to a platform-independent HMI. This requirement constitutes a very flexible and
adaptable approach to interfacing users with ICS. The term “station” describes a platform hosting a preset
configuration of functionality for each set of user requirements. All configurations will be based on the same
basic framework to minimise duplication. This concept enables the human machine interface to ICS to
be tailored for a particular type of control system user, ranging from software developer to physicist. The
station, with its pre-configured functionality, will provide the software interface between ICS and various
applications, as well as a connection point for the interface that scientific visitors will use to control and
monitor their experiments. Each station will be responsible for three main tasks: Equipment control,
device modelling, and equipment monitoring. The default operating system for stations will be Linux.
Since all hard real-time tasks will be handled in dedicated hardware, a non-real-time Linux kernel will be
used. Stations and control boxes will use the same Linux distribution.

5.6.1

User roles and profiles

While some characteristics are common to all types of control system users, a detailed classification of
users into several roles with different profiles will improve the user experience and minimise the risk of
accidents and mistakes. ESS will assume that all control system users are able to read in English, and all
user interfaces will be in English. At the moment of writing, there are no plans to adapt any part of HMI
for other languages. CS users who prepare automated tasks will be assumed to have a basic understanding
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of ICS’s scripting language, including of the composition of simple user interfaces. However, they will
not be assumed to have mastered advanced topics such as concurrency, networking and asynchronous
communication.
Operator
Operators will be responsible for operating the facility so that it carries out scheduled scientific plans.
They will also be in charge of monitoring the facility, reacting to deviations from nominal behaviour, and
providing periodic operations reports to management. Operators will work in shifts, as the facility will
operate around the clock, seven days a week. At the end of the shift, the operator will hand over his or
her work to an operator in the following shift, assuring continuity across shifts. The number of operators
per shift and in total has not yet determined, and will depend on the exact design of the facility. Multiple
operators (about a third of the total) will use ICS concurrently during any given shift. Operators will
perform most of their work from the main control room. They will attend one of the control room stations
at almost all times during their shift. While an individual operator may be away from a station for periods
of several minutes at a time, at any given time, at least one operator will be present at or near a station.
Operators will generally work at the facility for a number of years, and they will be trained to master the
concepts of operating the facility. However, they will not be expected to master all operations procedures,
or to be familiar with all possible conditions of the facility.
Accelerator physicist
Accelerator physicists will have a thorough understanding of the accelerator. They will be particularly
active during facility commissioning, during the implementation of new operational modes or major beam
tuning activities, and during the commissioning of new instruments. Accelerator physicists will often
need to correlate diagnostics data with machine settings in order to improve their understanding of the
machine’s behaviour. At any given time, several, or perhaps half a dozen, might be expected to be using
ICS concurrently. Accelerator physicists will perform their work in the control room or at workstations
located on the ESS computer network. Most accelerator physicists will work at the facility for a number
of years, although some will be short-term or part-time employees or guests. Accelerator physicists will
be familiar with the principles underlying the design and operation of the facility, including the concept
of online models. They also will have an in-depth knowledge of an applicable field of physics.
Engineer
Engineers will be in charge of commissioning and maintaining ESS’s technical systems. Technical systems
include all types of equipment, whether it can be controlled over the ICS or not, and the ICS itself. Engineers will interact most intensely with the facility when subsystems experience failures. While problems
usually will be identified first by an operator, it will be the engineer who will have to resolve them. Engineers will also be responsible for ensuring that equipment is accessible over ICS. This includes ensuring
physical connectivity to ICS, installing appropriate drivers, configuring ICS to register equipment, and
specifying translations from engineering to physical units (calibration). Engineers will view the facility at
the level of installed equipment, rather than at the level of higher-level abstractions such as devices or
systems. Engineers will need efficient tools to pinpoint pieces of equipment experiencing failures, and to
access detailed low-level diagnostics.
The number of engineers has not yet been determined, but several of them might be expected to be
using ICS concurrently at any given point in time. Engineers will perform part of their work in the control
room or at workstations connected to the ICS network. Engineers will also often need to physically access
the equipment. At the point of physical access, they may use mobile terminals to gain access to devices
either via ICS, or directly. Most engineers will be employed at the facility for a period of years. However,
some engineers will be present on the site only to commission specific pieces of equipment for which they
are responsible. Engineers will be highly skilled in their area of expertise (electrical engineering, mechanical
engineering, etc.). However, they will not be expected to be familiar with the concepts of operating the
ESS facility. They will not be expected to memorise physical location, configuration settings and models
of equipment.
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Neutron researcher
Neutron researchers will use ICS to request a neutron beam meeting specified parameters at the site of their
experiment. As the beam is delivered, ICS will notify the experimentalist, and will provide information
about the beam’s actual parameters. Some, but not necessarily all, experimental equipment may be
under ICS control. Researchers will interact with ICS through the integrated software solution discussed
in Section 2.8. The number of experiments and researchers will vary over time. Neutron researchers
will work in one of the satellite control areas at a workstation (possibly their own portable computer)
connected to the ICS network. Most experimentalists will work at the ESS facility for a relatively short
period of time, typically lasting several days to several months. Experimentalists will be highly skilled
in their area of expertise. However, their familiarity with the ESS facility will often be limited, and it
would be impractical to require them to master low-level details of the facility in order to carry out their
experiments. Researchers who wish to automate their experiment will be required to be familiar with a
standard scripting language, as well as with the high-level application program interface for interacting
with ICS.

5.6.2

High-level application program standards

Users will need a variety of high-level application programs to help them with their tasks. Many of
these applications will fall outside the scope of ICS, but a minimum set of requirements will be set by
ICS for such applications. ICS documentation will provide a wealth of information regarding the signals
and various other parameters available for such applications. Only ICS-certified developers will process
high-level applications through the development environment.
The device approach will form the basis for the high-level application standards that ICS will establish.
In accordance with this approach’s main principles, equipment connected to the control system will be
modelled and presented to high-level applications as device-objects with properties. It will be possible to
configure stations using predefined device-objects representing the controlled equipment. For all high level
applications, the access point to equipment will be the device-object, and configuration of device-objects
will be the responsibility of ICS. Device modelling will provide equipment abstraction according to the
needs of the higher layers of the control system. It will allow the representation of a piece of equipment
by multiple device-objects, and will also permit the representation of several pieces of equipment that
form a logical unit by one device-object. In general, flexible combinations between pieces of equipment
and device-objects will be possible. Device modelling will be able to use combinations of several pieces of
equipment and other device-objects as its building blocks.
High-level applications will enable users to monitor and control equipment in the facility. They will run
on one or more stations. The application layer infrastructure will support plug-in architecture, making
it easy to add blocks of functionality to the system without having to rebuild the entire application,
while at the same time enabling all plug-ins to live within the same process and share data and network
connections. Multiple perspectives, that is, distinct arrangements of user interface elements to define taskoriented workspaces, will be available. They are described in more detail below. A consistent look and
feel across applications will lower the learning curve for users and will also make it possible for developers
to share common components. The behaviour of buttons and other user interface elements associated
with specific actions, such as tool bar and menu items, will be standardised across applications. User
preferences will be stored centrally, and will persist across time and work stations. A help system will
offer contextually-based assistance associated with user interface elements. Applications will give users the
ability to access both ICS services and device-objects.
The user interface will be consistent in terms of colour usage (e.g., alarm colour-coding), fonts, graphical symbols and icons, keyboard shortcuts, terminology in textual messages and user interface element
layout [32]. The various parts of the user interface will be capable of exchanging information with each
other through standard mechanisms such as drag-and-drop. Data exchange with external programs (for
example, the exchange of tabular data) will also be possible. Applications will be able to execute lengthy
tasks in the background so that they do not block the user interface. Instead, the user interface will
provide a progress bar and a “stop” function, while allowing the user to continue using the rest of the
application. Every action that a user triggers which takes more than 1 s to execute, will be accompanied
by an on-screen indication that the action is “in progress”. When problems arise with the user interface,
it will not crash. Instead, it will report the condition to the user, and log it in a central logging system.
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It will give the user an opportunity to save data and restart the application gracefully. Applications will
enable users to view and generate various types of charts, including histogram and correlation (value versus
value) charts. Charts will be able to display several data sets simultaneously, with different colours, area
fills, and symbols. There will be a zoom feature, and textual readout of value(s) at the mouse location.
Sets of applications will be offered through a variety of perspectives, each tailored to different user
needs. Each perspective will be able to host several views, each presenting a specific kind of information
(e.g., a property-value table, synoptic display, control panel or chart). Specific perspectives are listed
below.
1. The supersystem perspective, focusing on the status of the instruments, target or linac as a whole;
2. The beam perspective, focusing on one of the neutron beams or the proton beam;
3. The engineering perspective, facilitating access to components’ low-level engineering interfaces;
4. The supervision perspective, providing an overview of interlocks and other alarm conditions;
5. The design perspective, for use during the design of macros, scripts and custom user interfaces; and
6. The management perspective, for supervision of control system infrastructure, providing information
about the status of computers, CPU load, available memory, network utilisation, etc.
Scripting language and a macro mechanism with basic flow control will be part of ICS. High level applications will be implemented in such a way that their functionalities can be used by the macro mechanism.
Scripting will be textual. It will be constructed to be simple to learn and extensible. An off-the-shelf
interpreted language, such as Python or Perl, will be used for macro scripting.
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